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ABSTRACT 
 

Learning the exact meaning of number words is an important yet difficult milestone in 

children’s mathematic development. A large body of work suggests that iconic number gestures (e.g., 

raising two fingers to indicate ‘two’) could play a role in supporting children’s mapping of number 

words to exact quantities. Children are adept at recognizing and using iconic number gestures in 

laboratory settings by age 3. However, it is unclear if this is reflective of children’s use of number 

gestures and/or observations of others using them during naturalistic interactions. Furthermore, the 

mechanism(s) by which such gestures benefit symbolic number learning are not well understood. In 

this dissertation I explore how children’s use of and exposure to iconic number gestures in both 

naturalistic and laboratory environments relates to their understanding and use of number words. 

 Study 1 examines how and when children spontaneously use iconic number gestures in 

naturalistic interactions with their parents. I also examine whether parents’ and children’s use of 

these gestures are related, and whether usage of these gestures is related to children’s later cardinal 

number knowledge. Iconic number gestures are infrequent as compared to number words. When 

they are used, they most often accompany a number word, label cardinal sets rather than count 

items, refer to magnitudes of 1 and 2, and refer to non-visible entities. While parents’ and children’s 

iconic gesture use was related, we found no evidence that parents’ number gesture use impacted 

children’s later number word production nor their cardinal number knowledge at 46-months-of-age. 

 Studies 2 and 3 propose that one mechanism by which parents’ iconic number gestures 

facilitate children’s cardinal number knowledge is by focusing children’s attention on numerical 

information. In both spontaneous interactions with their parents and in a controlled laboratory 

experiment, children who viewed an iconic number gesture together with a verbal number word 

provided more numerically relevant responses than children who heard a number word alone. 



 ix 

Together the studies lend support to the theory that iconic number gestures help children map 

symbolic number words to quantities.  
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1. CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 
 

Cardinal number words (e.g., “one”, “two”, “three”) are at the foundation of all other 

symbolic math. It is important that children master the meanings of these symbols at an early age, as 

doing so is predictive of future academic achievement (Claessens & Engel, 2013; Jordan et al., 2009). 

The cardinal meanings of the number words are learned slowly (M. D. Lee & Sarnecka, 2010; 

Sarnecka & Carey, 2008; Sarnecka & Lee, 2009; Wynn, 1990, 1992) and there are vast individual 

differences in the age at which children acquire them (Clements & Sarama, 2007; Geary et al., 2018; 

Klibanoff et al., 2006; Levine et al., 2010; Starkey et al., 2004). Understanding what factors 

contribute to how and when children learn the cardinal numbers would allow researchers and 

educators to help children acquire them earlier and more easily. 

A number of studies suggest that number gestures could play a role in supporting children’s 

early math skill (B. Butterworth, 1999; Di Luca & Pesenti, 2011; Fuson, 1988; Gelman & Gallistel, 

1978; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014). Iconic number gestures (e.g., raising two fingers to indicate 

‘two’) are thought to be especially useful because they represent number both symbolically and non-

symbolically. Iconic number gestures are recognized as conventional symbols as early as age 2 

(Gibson, 2017; Nicoladis et al., 2018) yet because they display numeric information in the number of 

outstretched fingers, unlike number words they are not an arbitrary symbol. 

Children begin to recognize the iconicity of gestures around 24-months of age and learn 

iconic symbols more readily than arbitrary symbols (Namy, 2008; Namy et al., 2004). This coincides 

with the age at which children also begin to learn the meaning of number words, leading researchers 

to examine whether children can recognize the numerical information contained in iconic number 

gestures and if they can use iconic number gestures to quantify sets more easily than number words. 

However, only a few studies have looked at whether children actually take advantage of iconic 
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number gestures outside the laboratory context. Fewer still explore how viewing iconic number 

gestures facilitates cardinal number learning. As gestures aid learning in many domains-- particularly 

learning new words and abstract concepts (e.g., Goldin-Meadow, 2015; Novack & Goldin-Meadow, 

2015)--, and exist literally at one’s fingertips, we might hypothesize that children use iconic number 

gestures to help them map number words onto the abstract concept of set size and that being 

exposed to more iconic number gestures might facilitate learning the meanings of number words. 

This dissertation will explore these hypotheses using both observational and experimental 

data. Chapter 1 will review existing literature on gestures' role in early numerical development. 

Chapter 2 will examine how and when children spontaneously use gestures outside the laboratory 

and if the iconic gestures parents’ use over many months influences their children’s use of number 

gestures and their later cardinal number knowledge. Chapter 3 will then look at the impact of 

parents’ iconic gestures on children’s math talk through a narrower time frame, the moment in 

which the gesture is used, providing preliminary evidence that gestures engender children to focus 

on numerical information. Finally, Chapter 4 includes an experimental investigation into iconic 

number gestures’ ability to focus children’s attention on numerical information, building on the 

results of Chapter 3, and presents this as one potential mechanism through which gestures facilitate 

cardinal number learning. 

 

1.1 How Children Develop Cardinal Number Knowledge 

At around age 2, children can recite portions of the count list (e.g., “one” to “ten”) but do 

not yet know the exact meanings of the words. Children may not even realize that these words refer 

to quantities, instead considering them like any another memorized routine like the alphabet song or 

“patty-cake” (Fuson, 1988; Wynn, 1990, 1992). Eventually children realize that number words do 

refer to quantity and will provide a number word when asked “how many?” (Frye et al., 1989; Fuson 
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et al., 1985; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008). However, at this point, children still do not know that 

numbers have exact meanings. Learning the exact meanings begins in a stepwise fashion. First 

children figure out that “one” means exactly one item; they become “one-knowers”. They can 

produce sets of one item, but for all larger numbers produce varying quantities that are larger than 

one. Months later, children become “two-knowers”, then sometime later become “three-knowers”. 

Some children pass through a “four-knower” stage, but eventually children figure out the cardinal 

principle-- that the last number said when counting items in a set represents the cardinal value of the 

set. These children are called “cardinal-principle (CP) knowers” (knower levels prior to this stage are 

collectively called “subset-knowers”). Some researchers have argued that becoming a CP-knower 

represents a conceptual shift in children’s understanding of number; asserting that children can now 

understand the logic of counting and can apply this routine to any number in their count list (Le 

Corre et al., 2006; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008). Others argue that being classified as a CP-knower does 

not coincide with such a dramatic semantic induction but rather reflects children’s ability to simply 

deploy a memorized tally procedure (Barner, 2017; Cheung et al., 2017; Davidson et al., 2012; 

Wagner et al., 2015). Regardless of which theory one agrees with it is still the case that becoming a 

CP-knower is an important milestone in children’s numerical development. Typically, children 

become CP knowers between age 3 and 5, many months to years after first reciting a count list 

(Wynn, 1990, 1992). This leads us to ask: Why does number word learning take so long? This is 

important to know as the age at which children become CP knowers is predictive of future academic 

outcomes (Chu et al., 2016; Geary et al., 2018; van Marle et al., 2014). Achievement gaps in reaching 

CP-knower status are apparent early with some children becoming CP knowers at age 3 and other 

not until age 5 (Clements & Sarama, 2007; Geary et al., 2018). Much work has been devoted to 

understanding what factors contribute to children’s acquiring of the cardinal principle earlier versus 

later. 
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One reason number word learning takes so long is that numbers are abstract; they do not 

describe a property of individual entities but rather the property of a set of entities (P. Bloom & 

Wynn, 1997). Two red cars on their own have the property of being red but not an inherent two-

ness, it is the group of cars that carries two-ness. As such, set size is not always the most obvious 

aspect of set, as both adults and children are more sensitive to features like colour or shape (Chan & 

Mazzocco, 2017; Syrett et al., 2012). This theory is supported by decades of research demonstrating 

children learn words for concrete entities more easily than words for abstract entities (e.g., objects 

like “ball” vs. mental states like “thinking”); moreover, children map words to more visually salient 

entities better than less salient entities (L. Bloom, 2000; Pruden et al., 2006; Snedeker & Gleitman, 

2004). 

This is not to say that children cannot perceive quantity information. In fact, it is well known 

that babies have an early emerging ability to reason about non-symbolic number (Cantrell & Smith, 

2013). By 10 months of age, they can accurately distinguish small numbers 1-3, known as the object 

file system (Feigenson & Carey, 2005), and by 6 months of age can approximately distinguish large 

numbers that differ by a 1:2 ratio, known as the approximate number system (ANS) (Xu & Spelke, 

2000). But this sensitivity to differences in set size does not naturally translate to the ability to map a 

summary symbol to exact quantities. The object file system codes each item in a small set as 

individuals (e.g., this, this this) with no summary symbol whereas the ANS is ratio-dependent and 

approximate, with increasing inexactness with increasing set size. Thus, neither of these systems, on 

their own, enable young children to symbolize exact quantities. It is only after increased exposure to 

symbolic number that children can map the symbols to exact quantities. Indeed, individuals who do 

not receive such exposure, such as those born profoundly deaf without access to a signed language 

do not appear to understand exactness (Spaepen et al., 2013). Thus, in children’s early years, before 

they have accumulated experience with symbolic number, they may not realize that exact number is 
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a feature that can be described linguistically at all. Additional evidence that this is the case comes 

from cross-linguistic studies of children exposed to languages with differing singular/plural 

morphology (Almoammer et al., 2013; Marušič et al., 2016; Sarnecka et al., 2007). English and 

Russian obligatorily mark singular and plural nouns (e.g., ‘car’ vs. ‘cars’) whereas Japanese does not. 

So even prior to understanding number words, children hearing English and Russian are becoming 

familiar with linguistically distinguishing an exact quantity of one from greater quantities using 

grammatic morphology. Researchers argue that this can explain, in part, why Japanese children do 

not become one-knowers as early as English or Russian children (Sarnecka et al., 2007). In sum, it is 

not distinguishing set sizes that is difficult for children but rather mapping symbols, specifically 

number words, to exact quantities. 

Despite the challenges of number word learning, there are proven ways to make the process 

easier. One of the strongest predictors of preschooler’s cardinal number knowledge is exposure to 

math language. The quantity and quality of parent’s number talk children hear predicts their later 

cardinal number knowledge over and above socioeconomic status (SES) (Elliott & Bachman, 2018; 

Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Levine et al., 2010). Interventions can work to lower the age of cardinal-

principle acquisition; for example, when parents read their children books which contained rich 

numerical information, children gained knower-levels faster than children who were read books 

without numerical information (Carrazza & Levine, under review; Gibson et al., 2020). More 

number talk in preschool classrooms also is related to children’s number word knowledge (Klibanoff 

et al., 2006). 

In addition to number talk, parents and teachers can provide numeric information in non-

verbal ways, through gesture. However, we do not yet know if increasing number gestures causes 

similar increases in cardinal number knowledge. As evidenced through number word intervention 

studies, the age at which children acquire the cardinal principle is malleable. An open question is 
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whether number gestures might prove to be another avenue for improving children’s early math 

knowledge. 

1.2 Role of Gestures in learning in other domains 

The notion that gestures could be useful for children learning early math concepts stems, in 

part, from young children’s ability to benefit from observing and producing gestures in many other 

abstract domains. Learning challenging concepts can be improved by observing gestures along with 

a verbal explanation. For example, children taught about conservation of volume by an experimenter 

who simultaneously gestured about the size of containers learned more than those taught by an 

experimenter who did not gesture (Church et al., 2004; Ping & Goldin-Meadow, 2008). In other 

studies, preschool-aged children learned the concept of symmetry better when their teacher used 

gestures along with her speech (Valenzeno et al., 2003), and toddlers learned the concept of “under” 

better when taught with a gesture rather than a picture (Mcgregor et al., 2009). While the specific 

gestures used to teach the abstract concepts in these examples are different from the gestures one 

would use to teach children about number, the evidence demonstrates that children as young as two 

years of age can extract important information from gestures. 

However, not all gestures convey the same type of information so some gesture forms might 

be better served to teach specific concepts. Deictic gestures, i.e., pointing with an extended finger or 

hand, are distinguished from iconic gestures, which visually represent the referent through hand 

shape or movement. Deictic gestures are some of the first meaningful gestures children produce, 

and comprise the majority of infants’ gestures (Franco & Butterworth, 1996). They can serve to 

direct attention or stand in for a word to create a sentence-like phrase (e.g., child says “Daddy” and 

points to shoes to mean “Daddy’s shoes”). They also convey the gesturer’s communicative intent, 

such as the intent to teach, enhancing focus on the referent. In fact, toddlers learned the names of 

objects better when the teacher pointed to it than when she did not, even though in both conditions 
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children visually attended to the object for the same amount of time (Booth et al., 2008). Deictic 

gestures can be used to refer to just about anything, but because of this flexibility they can be 

difficult to interpret without further context (Tomasello et al., 2007). A point to an object could 

refer to the object itself, a part of the object, or the colour of the object. 

Iconic gestures, being a visual cue to their referent, contain more specific information than 

deictic gestures and therefore may be particularly helpful for learning (Cook, 2018). Firstly, they can 

provide information that supplements that found in speech; for example, saying “Open the bottle” 

while performing a twisting gesture clues the listener in to how the bottle should be opened. 

Secondly, iconic gestures can highlight the aspect of a scene a word is referring to; for example, if 

you are trying to teach a child the word “twist”, a deictic gesture can draw visual attention to a 

person opening a bottle, but a twisting iconic gesture will highlight that “twist” refers to the action 

rather than “bottle cap”. By the age of two, children can infer meaning from iconic gestures, 

indicating that they are useful beyond directing visual attention. For example, two- and three-year-

olds learned the affordances of a toy better when shown an iconic gesture than a pointing gesture 

(Novack et al., 2015). And similarly aged children learn to label novel objects better when shown an 

iconic gesture versus a pointing gesture (Singleton & Saks, 2015). Applying these ideas to the math 

domain, acquiring the difficult concept that each number word represents a different exact quantity 

may be aided by observing gestures that represent exact set size iconically. 

Learners can benefit not just by observing gestures but by producing them as well. There are 

many examples of children’s gesture production correlating with their language or cognitive abilities. 

Children’s iconic gesture use is related to the grammatical complexity of their speech (Nicoladis et 

al., 1999). Children who gestured more on explanations of how they solved spatial analogy and 

transformation tasks performed better on the tasks (Miller et al., 2020). Moreover, children gestured 

more when asked to explain why two quantities differed on Piagetian conservation problems versus 
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when simply asked to describe two quantities, indicating gestures go hand in hand with complex 

thinking (Alibali et al., 2000). Gestures may also be causally related to learning, as restricting versus 

allowing or encouraging gesturing affects task performance. Children who are prevented from 

gesturing perform worse on a conservation of volume task than children who were allowed to 

gesture spontaneously (Alibali & Kita, 2010). Similarly, elementary school children who were taught 

to produce gestures while solving math equivalence problems were more likely to succeed at solving 

such problems than children not encouraged to gesture (Cook & Goldin-Meadow, 2006). Further, 

encouraging children to perform movement gesture when solving mental rotation problems 

increased their performance compared to actions or pointing gestures (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2012; 

Wakefield et al., 2019). We also know that encouraging deictic gesture production in children as 

young as 18 months of age increases vocabulary size (LeBarton et al., 2015). With benefits of one’s 

own gesture production seen at such a young age, it is likely that that early math concepts, which are 

beginning to develop around age two, are impacted by performing math related gestures. 

In sum, in other domains, gestures help ground abstract concepts in the physical world by 

transforming the abstract into a visual and embodied representation. Children might thus use gesture 

as a steppingstone to connect the physical world with the abstract concept of numbers (B. 

Butterworth, 1999). 

1.3 Historical Role of Gestures in the Phylogeny of Number 

Observing and producing gestures supports the learning of many abstract concepts, 

including math. By examining the historical record, we can infer that using fingers to represent 

number has been an integral part of numerical development in humans over historical time. To 

understand the significant role gestures may play in the ontogeny of math, we can look to the role 

they might have played in the phylogeny of math. Gestures are thought to be one of the first 

symbolic uses of number in human history (Coolidge & Overmann, 2012; Ifrah, 2000). While we do 
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not have written records, we can deduce gesture’s influence on the development of symbolic 

number systems through vestiges in our modern conventions. It is likely not a coincidence that 

possessing 10 fingers has resulted in the majority of the world’s number systems using base 10, 

rather than a more mathematically convenient base 12 (Ifrah, 2000; Menninger, 1969). We see hints 

at fingers preceding words as symbols for numbers in vocabulary. In English, the word “digit” refers 

to “finger” as well as “number”, and “five” likely stems from the root of the Proto-Indo-European 

word for “fist” (Winter, 1992). If gestures helped our ancestors develop their symbolic number 

systems, it may be the case that they could also support children’s early numerical development. 

Despite the pervasiveness of number gestures across many cultures, such representations are 

heavily influenced by cultural context. This is evidenced by the variability in the forms of iconic 

number gestures, i.e. which specific combination of fingers represent which numbers (Bender & 

Beller, 2012). For example, many Europeans count to five starting on the thumb while in the Middle 

East people tend to begin with the pinky. In Papua New Guinea, the number is indicated not by 

raised fingers but by unraised fingers (such that 5 is a closed fist, while 1 is all but the pinky raised). 

And the Pirahã peoples, famously studied because they are believed to lack words for exact sets 

greater than two, do not seem to use any finger-based number representation (Bender & Beller, 

2012). Such cultural variation emphasizes the role that gestural input from others plays in the 

development of number gestures; children likely learn the conventional numeric gestural symbols of 

their culture by observing those around them using gestures. 

1.4 Embodying Gestures in Math Cognition 

Number gestures have likely been instrumental to the development of symbolic math in 

human history. They are still so entrenched in our number system that we can see a deep cognitive 

and neurological connection between fingers and math. Indeed, evidence suggests that basic math 

skills are embodied in the fingers—so-called embodied cognition, or the theory that cognition is 
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influenced by bodily interaction with the world (Wilson, 2002). In both adults and children as young 

as 6, brain regions associated with finger representations are activated when making numerical 

magnitude judgements and calculations (Berteletti & Booth, 2015; Kaufmann et al., 2008; Krinzinger 

et al., 2011). Further, finger gnosia, the ability to mentally represent one’s fingers, is correlated with, 

and predicts, numeric ability in 5-6-year-olds (Fayol, 1998; Noël, 2005). Interestingly, the connection 

between fingers and numbers appears to be malleable, which implies that the frequency of, or 

manner in which one produces number-related gestures impacts how one thinks about number. 

Training of finger gnosia leads to improvements in numerical performance (Gracia-Bafalluy & Noël, 

2008). Moreover, the direction of finger counting (whether one starts on the left hand or the right 

hand) is related to the strength of one’s numerical-spatial association: associating smaller numbers 

with the left side of space and larger numbers with the right side of space (SNARC effect), such that 

left-hand starters demonstrated a robust SNARC effect whereas right-hand starters had a much less 

robust SNARC effect with approximately 35% of right-hand starters demonstrating a reverse 

SNARC effect (M. H. Fischer, 2008). Relatedly, when viewing small numerals, left-hand starters 

show right-hemispheric motor cortex activation while right-hand starters show left-hemispheric 

motor cortex activation, indicating that even when not moving their hands adults are still associating 

numbers with the fingers they use to represent them (Tschentscher et al., 2012). Representations 

become embodied after repeated sensorimotor activation during cognitive processing (e.g., using 

one’s fingers while counting). According to Moeller et al.’s (2012) theory of embodied numerosity, 

adults’ and older children’s representations of numbers being embodied in their hands is evidence 

that the embodiment process is begins at a younger age; multiple instances of using their fingers 

when children are forming their first representations of symbolic number leads to a robust 

association when they are older. 
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1.5 Iconic Number Gestures 

The benefit of gesture to learning in multiple domains, the historic record of gestures in 

human creation of symbolic number systems, and the embodiment of number in older children and 

adults, lead us to hypothesize that gestures play a role in young children’s cardinal number learning. 

As mentioned above, some gestures contain more information than others. Deictic gestures 

can represent entities by pointing at them whereas iconic gestures physically resemble their referents. 

For number that means depicting discrete quantities with a specific number of outstretched fingers. 

Previous work has demonstrated the benefit of deictic gestures on early math skill, particularly 

counting (Alibali & DiRusso, 1999; Fuson, 1988; Graham, 1999; Saxe & Kaplan, 1981). However, 

we focus on iconic number gestures because they bridge the gap between children’s non-symbolic 

representations of numbers and their learning of number words, due to their depictive nature 

(Gibson, 2017; Gunderson, Spaepen, Gibson, et al., 2015). The words we use to label sets are 

arbitrary; there is no inherent ‘two-ness’ or even ‘set-ness’ about the word “two”, whereas the iconic 

gesture for two (the index and middle finger held in a V shape) is not only a conventional symbol 

but also physically describes twoness with the number of outstretched fingers. Iconic number 

gestures are found in many cultures and were arguably one of the first steps towards developing a 

verbal count list in language evolution (Ifrah, 2000). Moreover, even though iconic number gestures 

are not produced by parents or children as frequently as other number related gestures (such as 

pointing while counting) when children are toddlers (J. Lee et al., 2015), they may support children’s 

early numerical development. We focus on two categories of iconic number gestures: cardinal 

number (CN) gestures (sometimes referred to as “finger montring”) and finger counting. 

1.5.1 Cardinal Number Gestures 

A CN gesture is the simultaneous display of fingers to indicate a set’s size. They can reveal 

children’s conceptual understanding when their words cannot. Gunderson, et al. (2015) found that 
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young children may know more about numbers than they can verbally express. In that study, 

children were tested on two versions of the “What’s on this Card” (WOC) task, in which they were 

asked to label a picture of a set of items with either a number word or a CN gesture. While CP-

knowers were equally successful at labeling set sizes of 1 - 3 in speech and in gesture, subset-

knowers were more accurate when using gesture. This effect was strongest for numbers immediately 

above children’s knower-level. These results suggest that CN gestures precede speech in correctly 

labeling set size, and supports previous findings that children have some knowledge of the next 

number above their knower-level (Barner & Bachrach, 2010). Moreover, Gibson et al. (2019) found 

that children classified as ‘mismatchers’, i.e., those whose gestures did not match their speech on at 

least one trial of the WOC task, were significantly more likely than non-mismatchers to benefit from 

an enriched counting training, as measured by an improvement in knower-level. This indicates that 

CN gestures are a useful window into children’s number knowledge and that they index children’s 

readiness to learn their next number. 

CN gestures could also be a bridge to connect non-symbolic quantities to symbols, as they 

can be used as both. Gibson (2017) tested this hypothesis by asking children to verbally label CN 

gestures (Fast-Gesture task) and to verbally label arrays of dots (Fast-Dots task), each displayed 

rapidly on a screen to prevent children from answering via counting. The author hypothesized that if 

children see CN gestures as non-symbolic quantities of fingers they should perform similarly on the 

Fast-Gestures and the Fast-Dots tasks, showing more errors for larger numbers, in line with utilizing 

the Approximate Number System (ANS). But if CN gestures are interpreted as symbols, children 

should perform more accurately on Fast-Gestures than Fast-Dots as their performance on Fast 

Gestures would not reflect the scalar variability of the ANS. Their results support the latter 

conclusion: CP-knowers as well as subset knowers were significantly more accurate on the Fast-
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Gestures task than the Fast-Dots task, suggesting that children as young as age 3 are already 

perceiving CN gestures as symbols. 

Further supporting the hypothesis that children perceive CN gestures as symbols for 

quantity, Nicoladas et al. (2018) conducted a modified version of the Give-a-Number task (Wynn, 

1992) by using CN gestures to request sets of items instead of words. Children aged 2-5 years of age 

were more likely to respond accurately when presented with conventional gestures than non-

conventional gestures (e.g., one finger raised on each hand to represent 2). This concords with 

adults’ tendency to respond faster to conventional gestures than non-conventional gestures (Di Luca 

& Pesenti, 2008).  

1.5.2 Finger Counting 

Finger counting is the sequential raising of fingers to indicate counting items in a set. 

These gestures have mostly been studied in children learning arithmetic, as they will often employ 

their fingers when performing addition or subtraction (Berteletti & Booth, 2015; Crollen & Noël, 

2015; Dupont-Boime & Thevenot, 2018; Jordan et al., 2008). However, in even younger children, 

finger counting may help establish number representations. In a study of 4- to 7-year-olds, Lafay and 

colleagues (2013) found a correlation between spontaneous finger counting and cardinal number 

knowledge, controlling for age. Preschoolers’ finger counting accuracy (labeling each finger correctly 

while counting and displaying the correct number of fingers) is also related to general numeric 

abilities (U. Fischer et al., 2020). 

Finger counting can make the base 10 structure of the count list salient and help keep track 

of to-be counted items. Finger counting may also emphasize the connection between counting and 

cardinality, as the last configuration in a finger counting sequence is often the same as the CN 

gesture corresponding to the set size. Children’s ability to rapidly label fingers raised in canonical 

counting configurations (e.g., labeling a thumb and pointer finger as “two”) is correlated with their 
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verbal counting ability in kindergarten (Van Rinsveld et al., 2020). Moreover, scores on the rapid 

finger labeling task predicts 1-100 number line performance in 1st grade, even mediating the 

relationship between counting ability and number line performance, indicating that finger counting 

can strengthen numerical representations of much higher numbers than can be displayed on two 

hands. 

Tagging each finger as it is raised with a number word can reinforce the one-to-one 

correspondence between number symbols and objects (Andres et al., 2008), an essential feature of 

early numeric skill (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978). Finger counting can also help when maintaining one-

to-one correspondence becomes more difficult, such as when to-be-counted entities are not visible. 

For example, children were less accurate at counting sets of sounds when they were prevented from 

using their fingers (Crollen & Noël, 2015). 

In sum, both types of iconic number gestures, CN and finger counting, may allow children 

to think and communicate about cardinal numbers more easily in the early stages of symbolic math 

development. 

 

1.5.3 How might Iconic Number Gestures Benefit Learning? 

The research thus far suggests that iconic number gestures are beneficial for some aspects of 

math; young children use them more accurately than number words and to keep track of items. But 

we still do not know if using or viewing gestures leads to increased learning. If gestures do help 

children learn the meanings of number words faster and more easily, we also need to know how, i.e., 

by what mechanism(s). Identifying the mechanism(s), while adding to our theoretical understanding 

of gestures and early math, will also dictate what kinds of interventions would be most efficient and 

effective. There are several possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive: 
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Gestures as a Reinforcer for Speech: Iconic gestures might serve to reinforce information 

contained in speech. Clark and Paivio’s (1991) dual coding theory posits that redundant information 

provided in two modalities, specifically verbal and non-verbal, strengthens information encoding 

and recall. Dual coding is especially helpful for abstract words, which do not evoke as strong of a 

mental imagery as concrete words. Numbers can be applied to sets of any discrete entity (e.g., two 

cars, two jumps, two seconds, etc.) and thus do not have a consistent mental image to align to. This 

means that pairing a gesture with the number word can provide a consistent image to associate with 

the number word. This phenomenon is evidenced in Gibson (2017); children more easily associate 

the word “two” with a two gesture than a set of two dots. Additionally, images are more easily 

associated with other images than words. Again Gibson (2017) supports this; children more easily 

map sets of two dots to a two gesture than to the word “two”. Using a dual code, a number gesture 

along with a number word can thus help map an image to a word. For example, children who 

already know that “two” corresponds to the two gesture and that the two gesture corresponds to 

two dots may infer when exposed to the dual code that “two” must also correspond to two dots. 

Gestures as a Bridge: Iconic number gestures could serve as a bridge connecting symbolic and 

non-symbolic quantities. As previously discussed, iconic gestures contain both symbolic and non-

symbolic information. Children recognize them as symbols and can accurately label them with 

number words (Gibson, 2017; Nicoladis et al., 2018). But they may also be able to recognize the 

non-symbolic, i.e., iconic, information, that each raised finger of the gesture corresponds, one-to-

one, with items in a set. Children find it easier to use iconic than arbitrary symbols. “Two” is an 

arbitrary symbol, while the two gesture is iconic. This then plays out similarly to the dual coding 

theory: children learn to associate the word ‘two’ with two fingers, then they use one-to-one 

correspondence to map fingers in a gesture to other sets with the same numerosity in the world. 

Realizing that “two” is mapped to a 2-gesture which is mapped to a set of 2 items they may infer 
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that “two” is also mapped to a set of two items. The key difference between the bridge theory and 

the dual coding theory is that according to the bridge theory, children notice the non-symbolic 

properties of the gesture and using one-to-one correspondence, whereas the dual coding theory 

posits that the gesture is treated more as a symbol and is associatively mapped to quantities (e.g., I 

see there are “one, two” fingers and “one, two” things (bridge theory) vs. I always use this particular 

gesture with two things (dual-coding theory). 

Gestures Ground Abstract Concepts: For abstract concepts that are difficult to picture, gesture provides a 

visual stand in, grounding the abstract in the concrete. This might be especially useful for times 

when numbers refer to intangible numeric entities like units of time. It is also useful when working 

memory is taxed and one needs to ‘hold’ information in their hands to free up cognitive resources. 

Indeed, 5-year-olds use their fingers to count more often when asked to count two sets of sounds 

than just one set of sounds (Crollen & Noël, 2015). 

Gestures as an Attention Director: Finally, gestures draw attention to both speech and visual 

information. Gestures cause listeners to pay more attention to accompanying speech; listeners rate 

speech as more interesting, remember it, and comprehend it better when the speaker uses gesture 

(Guilbert et al., 2021; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Llanes-Coromina et al., 2018). Thus, an iconic 

number gesture might make children more cognisant of spoken number words. Research 

consistently demonstrates that deictic gestures direct visual attention (e.g., G. Butterworth, 2004; G. 

Butterworth et al., 2013; Tomasello et al., 2007). Babies can visually follow points from early on in 

development, knowing that they are to look at the referent of the point rather than the gesture itself 

(e.g., Desrochers et al., 1995; Leung & Rheingold, 1981; Rohlfing et al., 2012). Iconic gestures can 

also direct visual attention to relevant features associated with the gesture. When learning math 

equivalence problems, elementary school children spent more time looking at the problem when the 

instructor used a gesture to explain a solution strategy, whereas they looked more at the instructor 
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when she did not use a gesture (Wakefield et al., 2018). It might therefore be the case that an iconic 

number gesture draws children’s attention to set size rather than to other features of a visual array 

(e.g., objects kinds or colour). 

While prior work has explored how iconic number gestures act as a bridge between symbolic 

and non-symbolic quantities (Gibson, 2017), and some research has touched on iconic number 

gestures grounding abstract concepts (Crollen & Noël, 2015), no work to date has directly 

investigated whether or not iconic number gestures serve as attentional directors. Addressing this 

gap in the literature is particularly important as one of the first hurdles children face when learning 

number word meanings is understanding which feature of a scene the number word refers to, that of 

set size, when there are other more salient features available (P. Bloom & Wynn, 1997; Syrett et al., 

2012). In the following section I outline how I plan to gain a better understanding of this potential 

mechanism as well as the role iconic number gestures play in learning number words over time. 

1.6 Research Questions 

Many researchers have inferred that iconic number gestures help children’s development of 

cardinal number concepts but there is still a lack of evidence to support this assumption. The 

present dissertation seeks to tackle the overarching question of ‘do iconic number gestures improve 

cardinal number knowledge?’. As the cardinal principle takes on average two years to learn (Carey, 

2009; Le Corre et al., 2006; Wynn, 1990, 1992), in Chapter 2 I took a longitudinal approach by 

looking at the impact of parents’ gestural input on children’s later number knowledge. In similar 

longitudinal studies, we know that parents’ number word use is related to children’s cardinal number 

knowledge (Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Levine et al., 2010). Likewise, parents’ overall gesture use 

predicts children’s later vocabulary size (Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009a). Might this same 

relationship be true of iconic number gestures and cardinal number knowledge? 
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I then ask, ‘why are iconic number gestures beneficial to learning number word meanings?’. 

To begin tackling this question I look to naturalistic observations of spontaneous gesture in Chapter 

2. The contexts in which individuals choose to use a gesture hints at what purpose the gesture is 

serving for them. For example, children use finger counting more when counting non-visible sets 

than visible sets indicating that gesture could be a working memory aid or a grounding of intangible 

entities. Thus, I explore the age at which children use gesture, if the gestures are used to count or 

label items, the magnitude of the gesture (e.g., “one” vs “ten”), and what entity the gestures refer to. 

Further narrowing in on which aspect of gestures is beneficial, I tested one potential mechanism 

from the list outlined above, asking whether number gestures can serve as an attention director to 

set size. Using two methodologies, observational (Chapter 3) and experimental (Chapter 4), I ask if 

viewing an iconic number gesture causes children to notice numerical information as a relevant 

feature to verbally label more so than hearing a number word alone. 
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2. CHAPTER TWO Study 1: The role of spontaneous gestures in children’s home 
environment 
 

2.1 Background 

Observing meaningful gestures leads to better understanding of challenging concepts in 

other domains, but it is unknown if this is also true of observing iconic number gestures to learn the 

concept of cardinality. To explore this possibility, we looked to the home environment, as it is likely 

the place children are first exposed to such gestures. Furthermore, studies conducted thus far on 

children’s use of iconic number gestures have been performed in highly controlled contexts where 

experimenters elicit gestures from the participants. But what do spontaneous iconic number gestures 

look like in everyday life? This is important to know, as the naturalistic contexts in which children 

employ a gesture could hint at the gesture’s function.  

2.1.1 Learning from Viewing Gesture 

Children benefit from watching others gesture. Firstly, watching gestures encourages 

children to gesture more themselves; indeed, parents’ overall gesture frequency is correlated with 

that of their children (Namy et al., 2008; Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009b). Moreover, while there is 

evidence that congenitally blind children use iconic number gestures, they are infrequent, 

inconsistent, and non-canonical to their culture, suggesting that sighted children are learning to 

produce these gestures, at least in part, by seeing others use them (Crollen et al., 2011). Secondly, 

gestural input improves learning of challenging concepts. While little research exists on learning 

from viewing iconic number gestures, work in other domains suggest this could be the case. 

Children taught about conservation by an experimenter who simultaneously gestured learned more 

than those taught by an experimenter who did not gesture (Church et al., 2004; Ping & Goldin-

Meadow, 2008). Likewise, students taught by teachers who used gestures to explain how to solve a 

math equivalence problem did better on solving such problems on their own than students whose 
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teachers did not gesture (Singer & Goldin-Meadow, 2005). Iconic gestures might be especially 

impactful for learning. Toddlers whose mothers used more iconic gestures when teaching nouns had 

better comprehension of such nouns (Zammit & Schafer, 2011). Children aged 2-4 years were able 

to infer the meaning of a novel verb depicted through iconic gesture without ever observing an 

entity perform the action (Goodrich & Hudson Kam, 2009). Iconic gestures also helped 

preschoolers comprehend instructions when sentences were complex (McNeil et al., 2000).  

Acquiring the difficult concept of the cardinal principle may thus be aided by observing 

gestures that reinforce the concept. This possibility makes it critical that we understand how parents 

use iconic number gestures with their children. We know that, outside of gesture, parental number 

input is very important for children’s math learning. In a longitudinal study following children from 

14- to 30-months of age, both the quantity (Levine et al., 2010) and quality (Gunderson & Levine, 

2011) of parent number talk predicted children’s later cardinal number knowledge. In this study we 

extend those findings by examining the relation of parents’ iconic number gestures to children’s 

cardinal number knowledge using the same data set. 

2.1.2 Producing Gestures 

 Speakers do not just gesture to communicate to others as evidence by people continuing to 

gesture even when their conversation partner is not visible (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 1998; 

Iverson & Goldin‐Meadow, 2001). Producing gestures serve a function for the speaker themselves. 

It is debated on what that function might be, and it may well be the case that the possibilities are not 

mutual exclusive. One camp contends that gestures aid in retrieving lexical information (Krauss, 

1998; Krauss et al., 2000; Krauss & Hadar, 1999), others argue that gesture’s purpose is to maintain 

information in working memory (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2001; Ping & Goldin-Meadow, 2010), still 

others claim gestures help package complex information into speech (Alibali et al., 2000; Kita, 2000). 

Researchers base these claims, in part, by observing under which contexts gestures spontaneously 
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arise, as production of iconic gestures varies across contexts. For example adults are more likely to 

produce gestures when talking about non visible entities than visible entities (Morsella & Krauss, 

2004; Wesp et al., 2001), this can be interpreted as gestures facilitating the recall of spatial 

information. The contexts in which iconic number gestures are used can thus reveal the function 

they serve. 

Iconic number gestures might be used because they are better understood than number 

words. As Gunderson et al. (2015) demonstrated, subset knowers were more accurate at labeling sets 

with gestures than words. Studies in other domains have also shown that children asked to explain a 

difficult concept will express it through gesture if the verbal response is not easily accessible. On a 

Piagetian conservation task, many children who are not yet able to explain the notion of 

conservation in speech will use their hands in combination with their speech to demonstrate some 

understanding of the concept, such as spreading their fingers to indicate sand being poured into a 

wider container while they verbally express that the taller container has more sand (Alibali et al., 

2000; Breckinridge Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986). Similarly, older children who are on the cusp 

of learning to solve math-equivalence problems will often use gesture to show a correct strategy 

while providing an incorrect strategy in speech (Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, 1993). Thus, we might 

expect an inverted U-shaped curve describing the frequency of iconic number gestures over time, 

with few gestures in children’s early years, an increase prior to children’s mastery of the cardinal 

principle, and a decrease once children are well versed with number words and do not need to rely 

on gestures. 

Gestures could also serve as a stand-in for entities that are not visually present. As children 

find it more difficult to enumerate non-visual entities, such as events or sounds, than visual objects 

(Mix, 1999; Mix et al., 1996b), a physical representation of the sets in the form of fingers might be 

beneficial. Indeed, when asked to count two different sets of sounds children were less accurate 
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when they were prevented from using their fingers (Crollen & Noël, 2015). Kindergartners are more 

likely to use finger counting to solve verbal calculation problems than problems involving physical 

manipulatives (Levine et al., 1992). In line with this, gestures are especially useful for those with 

lower working memory, for whom maintaining non-visual entities in mind is difficult. Noël et al. 

(2004) showed that first graders with low working memory relied more on finger counting to solve 

addition problems than children with high working memory (cf. Dupont-Boime & Thevenot, 2018). 

Those with low working memory also looked at their fingers more during a similar arithmetic task 

(de Chambrier et al., 2018). It may thus be the case that gestures are used more frequently to 

describe non-visual sets than visual sets. 

2.1.3 The Present Study 

In the present study we examine iconic number gestures in two ways. First, we looked at the 

influence of parental iconic number gesture input on children’s own gestures and number 

knowledge. We know there is a relationship between parents’ number word input and children’s 

later cardinal number knowledge (Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Levine et al., 2010). Is the same 

relationship true for iconic number gestures?  

Second, to describe the ways in which iconic number gestures are used spontaneously by 

both parents and children, we recorded the frequency and function of these gestures comparing 

them to the usage of number words. Thus, we were able to distinguish between two potential roles 

for spontaneous number gestions: 1) gestures simply serving to reinforce the number word’s 

meaning in all contexts or 2) gestures being employed under particular circumstances such as when 

objects are not visually present.  

To address these questions, we looked at:  

1) The relationship between children’s iconic number gestures and their parents’ iconic number 

gestures. 
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2) The relationship between iconic number gestures (made by parents or children) and 

children’s number word use and cardinal number knowledge.  

3) The frequency of iconic number gestures among both parents and their young children 

compared to number words, including how frequency changes over development. 

4) The function of iconic number gestures: whether they occur with number words or alone, 

what set sizes the describe, and what sorts of entities they refer to (e.g., objects, time, age). 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Participants: 

Participants were 59 typically developing children (27 female) raised in an English-only 

language environment and their primary caregiver(s) who were participating in a longitudinal study 

of language development. Families were selected to be demographically representative of the greater 

Chicago area as reported in the 2000 U.S. Census. 5 additional dyads were tested but were excluded 

from analysis because they participated in fewer than 10 of the 12 sessions.  

The participants were racially and ethnically diverse, including 34 White Non-Hispanic, 5 

White Hispanic/Latinx, 12 Black/African American, and 8 children of mixed/other race. At the 

beginning of the study period, 4 families reported incomes of less than $15,000; 13 had incomes 

between $15,000 and $34,999; 10 had incomes between $35,000 and $49,999; 10 had incomes 

between $50,000 and $74,999; 10 had incomes between $75,000 and $99,000, and 12 reported 

incomes greater than $100,000. Parents were asked to report who was primarily responsible for 

childcare. 52 families listed the mother as the primary caregiver, one family listed the father as the 

primary caregiver, and six families reported that both parents equally shared the role (referred to as 

dual caregivers).  
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2.2.2 Procedure: 

Families were filmed in their homes for 90 minutes every 4 months, from when the child 

was 14 months old to when the child was 58 months old (a total of 12 sessions). The experimenter 

was instructed to focus the camera on the child. The videos consisted of typical daily activities such 

as eating meals, reading books, and playing with toys. No particular activities were requested – 

parents were simply told to do what they ordinarily do at home.  

All speech and gestures produced by the child and the primary caregiver(s) were transcribed. 

We searched the transcriptions for the iconic number gestures 1-10. Iconic number gestures were 

defined as the raising of fingers to indicate quantity; they did not have to be conventional forms of 

the gesture (e.g., raising the index and middle finger in a V shape to represent 2 rather than raising 

the index finger on both hands) but most (92% of parents’ and 88% of children’s) were 

conventional. We considered both cardinal number (CN) gestures, which statically describe set sizes 

and finger counting (FC) gestures, which sequentially count entities. We excluded instances where a 

5 hand shape was used for “high-five” as this is more like an idiom than a quantitative gesture. So as 

not to overweight individuals who happened to count to higher numbers, unless otherwise indicated, 

each FC sequence was coded as one instance of iconic number gesture, such that gesturing “one, 

two, three” counted as one instance. For CN gestures, each gesture was coded as one instance.  

2.2.3 Gesture Coding scheme: 

Each iconic number gesture was further described by four variables: (1) the numerical 

magnitude (i.e., the number of fingers; 1-10); (2) the type of iconic gesture (i.e., whether it was a CN 

or FC gesture, with the former defined as simultaneously raising a number of fingers and the latter 

defined as gestures sequentially presented less than 5 seconds apart; (3) whether it was accompanied 

by a spoken number word or not; and (4) the category of referent. 
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In terms of category of referent, children and parents use iconic number gestures to refer to 

a variety of entities, from stories to stairs to somersaults to time units such as minutes. We classified 

each referent into 6 broad categories: present objects (animate or inanimate entities that were 

visually available), non-present objects (animate or inanimate entities that were not visually 

available), time units (minutes, years -including age-), other non-objects (actions and entities not 

related to time or age), rote counting, and numbers themselves (Arabic numerals and other talk 

about number not related to specific sets). See Table 1 for examples.  

Referent Category Examples 

Objects P: How many cookies do you want? C: [gestures 3]. 

C: There are two fish [gestures 2]. 

Time C: [gestures 5] Five more minutes. 

P: How old are you? C: [gestures 2] 

Other Non-Objects P: Two more bites. C: No, one more [gestures 1]. 

P: There are three letters in your name [gestures 3]. 

Rote Counting P: [gestures 1,2,3] C: One, two, three. 

C: One, two, three [gestures 3], four [gestures 4]. 

Numbers C: Count to 5 [gestures 5]. 

P: What number is that? [point to Arabic numeral] C: [gestures 2]. 

Table 1. Examples of iconic number gesture referent categories 

2.2.4 Word Coding Scheme: 

We also searched the transcriptions for verbal uses, by both parent and child, of the 

numbers 1-10. Instances in which the word “one” was used non-numerically (e.g., “Can you pass me 

that one?”) were excluded. As with gestures, counting sequences (strings of sequential number 

words) were coded as one instance. Each number instance was further described by three variables: 

(1) numerical magnitude; (2) type of number instance (labeling cardinal sets or counting); and (3) 

category of referent (using the same 6 referent categories as in the gesture coding scheme). 
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2.2.5 Cardinal Number Knowledge: 

At 46-months of age, children’s cardinal number knowledge was assessed using the Point-to-

X task (Wynn, 1992). The task consisted of 16 items, each a piece of paper, divided in half by a 

vertical line with a set of squares on the left and right sides. Each set represented the cardinal values 

1 through 6. For each item, children were asked to “Point to X”, X being the cardinal value of one 

of the two sets on the page. Each child’s score was the number of items correct out of 16.  

 

2.3 Results: 

2.3.1 Frequency of overall iconic number gesture and number word use 

Iconic number gestures are far less frequent than number words. Across all 12 sessions, 

parents produced an average of 3.05 iconic number gesture instances (SD = 5.32), with a range of 0-

35 and a median of 1, and children produced an average of 6.27 (SD = 7.69), with a range of 0-43 

and a median of 5. The average number of spoken number word instances across all sessions was 

190.01 (SD= 139.58) for parents and 120.34 (SD = 77.47) for children.  

Iconic number gestures were more frequent in children than their parents (t(57) = 2.64, p < 

0. 01). 20 parents (33.9%) and 10 children (16.9%) never produced an iconic number gesture. In 
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contrast, parents produced more number words than children (t(57) = 3.35, p < 0.01), and all 

parents and children in our sample produced number words.  

 

Figure 1. Frequency of Iconic Number Gestures and Number Words from ages 14- to 58- 
months 

2.3.2 Relationship between children’s iconic number and their parents’ iconic number 

gestures 

Children’s iconic gesture instances were not significantly correlated with parents’ iconic 

gesture instances (r(57) = 0.15, p = 0.25). However, when we grouped children and parents into 

‘Ever-Gesturers’ (those who produced at least one iconic number gesture token over all 12 sessions) 

(NChild = 49, NParent = 39) versus ‘Never-Gesturers’ (those who did not produce any iconic number 

gesture tokens) (NChild = 10, NParent = 20), we found a significant association between parents’ group 

and children’s group 𝜒2(1) = 3.63, p <0.05, such that ‘Ever-Gesturer’ parents were more likely to 

have an ‘Ever-Gesturer’ child, and ‘Never-Gesturer’ parents were more likely to have a ‘Never-

Gesturer’ child. Moreover, an independent samples t-test reveals that children of ‘Ever-Gesturer’ 

parents produced more iconic gestures than children of ‘Never-Gesturer’ parents (t(57) = 3.11, p < 
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0.01). It appears that at least by some measures, children’s and parents’ iconic number gesture use is 

related. 

  

Figure 2 Children's number Gesture Instances by Parent Ever/Never Status 

2.3.3 Relationship between iconic number gestures and children’s number word use and 

number knowledge 

Overall, children’s iconic gesture instances were not significantly correlated with their own 

number words (r (57) = 0.21, p = 0.12) nor with their parents’ number words (r (57) = -0.04, p = 

0.75). Similarly, parent’s iconic gesture instances were not significantly correlated with their own 

number words (r (57) = 0.17, p = 0.20) nor children’s (r (57) = -0.10, p = 0.43).  

We next explored if gestural input at earlier time points predicts number word use at later 

time points. We compared parents’ and children’s total gesture instances from child aged 14- to 34-

months to children’s number word instances from age 38- to 58-months. Neither parent’s earlier 

gesture instances (r (57) = -0.16, p = 0.21) nor children’s earlier gestures instances (r (57) = -0.09, p 

= 0.49) were correlated with children’s later number word production. 
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 Finally, we explored how gesture production and input related to children’s cardinal number 

knowledge, as measured by performance on the Point-to-X task administered at 48-months-of-age. 

We predicted scores using the total iconic number gesture instances from child’s age 14- to 42-

months. We found that cardinal number knowledge was not predicted by parents’ (r (57) = -0.07, p 

= 0.57) nor children’s (r (57) = 0.087, p = 0.51) iconic number gesture instances. Thus, unlike 

number words (Levine 2010, Gunderson 2011), cardinal number knowledge does not appear to be 

related to iconic number gesture input or use by the child in this data set. 

 

2.3.4 Frequency of different types of iconic number gestures across development compared 

to number words 

We next looked at how iconic number gesture use changes over time. Child age was 

significantly positively related to the number of child iconic number gesture instances (r (57) = 0.19, 

p < 0.01) but not to the number of parent iconic gesture instances (r (57) = 0.04, p = 0.3) such that 

as children grew older, their iconic gesture instances became more frequent, while parent’s use of 

iconic gesture instances remained relatively stable. In contrast, for number words, both parents (r 

(57) = 0.12, p < 0.01) and children’s (r (57) = 0.34, p < 0.001) production increased with child’s age.  

 

We separated iconic number gesture instances into the two different types, CN and FC 

gestures. CN gestures were used much more frequently than finger counting by both parents 

MeanCN = 2.8 (SDCN = 5.28), MeanFC = 0.25 (SDFC = 0.66) and children MeanCN = 5.72 (SDCN = 

7.36), MeanFC = 0.54 (SDFC = 1.09). 37 parents and 48 children produced at least one CN gesture 

instance. 9 parents and 14 children produced at least one finger counting instance. While we coded 

all numbers within a finger counting sequence as one instance, we also looked at how many gestures 

made up the sequence. Of the individuals who finger counted, the mean length of sequence for 
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parents was 8.22 (SD = 6.8) and 4.02 (SD = 1.46) for children. 

 Mirroring this pattern, number words were also used more frequently for cardinal labeling 

than for counting by both parents (MeanCardinal = 163.08 (SDCardinal = 121.04), MeanCounting = 27.88 

(SDCounting = 22.93)) and children (MeanCardinal = 89.19 (SDCardinal = 57.81), MeanCounting = 31.15 

(SDCounting = 26.34)). 

 

Figure 3 Frequency of different types of gestures and number words over time 

  

Like number words, children and parents use iconic gestures more for cardinal labeling than 

for counting, and children’s production of both types of iconic gestures (CN and FC) increases over 

time whereas parents use of these gesture remains stable over increases in child age.  

 

2.3.5 Function of iconic number gestures 

In this section we discuss the function of iconic gestures and therefore focus on the 39 

parents and 49 children who produced at least one iconic number gesture. 

Numerical Magnitude  

This section focuses on unique types of gestures rather than number of instances, thus we 

treated finger counting sequences as individual tokens rather than an entire sequence. Children 
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produced an average of 3.1 types (SD = 2.43) of iconic gestures over all 12 sessions while parents 

produced an average of 2.12 types (SD = 2.67). Numerical magnitude was negatively correlated with 

frequency of production for both children (r(590) = -0.44, p < 0.001) and parents (r(590) = -0.3, p < 

0.001) such that smaller numbers were produced most frequently while larger numbers were 

produced least frequently. 

 This pattern mirrors number word production; children (r(590) = 0.58, p < 0.01) and 

parent’s (r(590) = -0.06, p < 0.01) magnitude negatively correlated with frequency. 

  

Figure 4. Numerical magnitude by modality 

Number accompaniment  

 When both parents and children produce gestures, they were most likely to utter a number 

word alongside it. (Parents: t(57) = 2.25, p < 0.05; Children: t(57) = 2.77, p < 0.05). Parents’ gestures 

will occasionally be labeled verbally by their child and vice versa, but more often they label it 

themselves (Parents: t(57) = -2.88, p <0.05; Children t(57) = 5.52, p < 0.05). The majority of gestures 

matched the verbal number (in that they are of the same magnitude) for both parents M = 4.28 (SD 

= 4.58) and children M = 5.23 (SD = 6.45), however some did not (Parents M = 0.44 (SD = 1.68). 

Children M = 1.88 (SD = 2.67)). 
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Figure 5. Breakdown of speaker and type of word accompanying gestures 

Referent Category 

Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations of referent type for iconic gestures and 

number words by speaker. For children, iconic gestures most frequently referred to objects followed 

by time. For parents, the entities most referenced by iconic gestures were objects, closely followed 

by non-objects and numbers.  

 

Referent Child Parent 

Gesture Word Gesture Word 

Object 3.14 (2.97) 71.53 (54.11) 1.33 (1.56) 119.11 (97.04) 

- Object 
Present 

1.39 (2.06) 66.86 (51.78) 0.90 (1.27) 111.42 (94.96) 

- Object Not 
Present 

1.76 (2.18) 4.66 (4.55) 0.44 (0.91) 7.69 (6.73) 

Non-Object 0.59 (1.86) 7.19 (5.84) 1.13 (5.11) 15.51 (14.60) 

Time 2.37 (4.76) 8.83 (12.08) 1.1 (2.62) 14.39 (11.18) 

Rote Counting 0.41 (0.96) 15.78 (9.97) 0.23 (0.53) 13.14 (11.03) 

Numbers 0.59 (1.86) 16.58 (21.15) 1.13 (5.11) 26.24 (34.66) 

Unclassifiable 0.41 (1.26) 0 0.10 (0.31) 0 

Table 2. Mean frequency of gesture and word referent types 
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We noticed that the pattern of referents of gestures did not align with number words. While 

children and parents refer to objects the most out of all the categories in both gestural and verbal 

modalities, in the verbal modality objects make up the majority of referents whereas in the gestural 

modality there is more variability in referents. To explore this in more depth, we compared the 

referents of gestures to the referents of number words in a linear model.  

We collapsed all referent categories other than “object” and “unclassifiable” into one 

category of non-objects. On average, 3.95 (SD = 5.88) of children’s iconic number gestures referred 

to non-objects while 3.14 (SD=2.98) referred to objects. For parents 3.18 (SD=6.02) referred to 

non-objects while 1.33 (SD=1.57) referred to objects.  

Because the difference in scale between iconic gestures and number words was so great, we 

log transformed counts of gesture frequency to make them comparable and to normalize the data, 

which was right-skewed.  

We performed a linear mixed effects model with log number of number instances as the 

outcome variable; modality (gesture or word), referent (object or non-object), and their interaction 

as fixed effects; and participant as a random effect. These analyses were performed separately for 

parents and children. For both parents and children, the analyses revealed a significant main effect 

of modality (both p < 0.0001), a main effect of referent (both p < 0.05), and crucially, a significant 

interaction between modality and referent such that iconic number gestures are more likely to be 

used in reference to non-objects whereas number words are more likely to refer to objects (child p < 

0.005, parent p < 0.001). 
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Children 

 Estimate Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Intercept 3.71 0.12 31.81  
Modality -2.39 0.14 -16.66 0.000 
Referent 0.31 0.14 2.18 0.03 
Modality*Referent -0.59 0.2 -2.92 0.004 

Table 3. Linear fixed effects of modality and referent on log number of children's number 
instances 
 
Parents     
 Estimate Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Intercept 4.19 0.12 34.29  
Modality -3.1 0.16 -19.39 0.000 
Referent 0.37 0.16 2.29 0.02 
Modality*Referent -0.86 0.23 -3.8 0.0002 

Table 4. Linear fixed effects of modality and referent on log number of parents' number 
instances 
 

 

Figure 6. Instances of number by modality and referent type 

  

We also noticed that in the verbal modality, both parents and children quantify present 

objects more so than non-present objects whereas when using gesture they refer to present and non-

present objects more or less equally [see Table 2]. This is interesting as it not only appears that 

individuals choose to use gestures differentially than number words for tangible entities (objects) 
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than intangible entities but also for present entities and non-present entities. We thus conducted a 

similar model as before but this time combining all non-object entities with non-present objects to 

form a category of “non-present entities” and compared this to present objects. Again, we used a 

linear mixed effects model with log number of number instances as the outcome variable; modality 

(gesture or word), referent presence (present objects or non-present entities), and their interaction as 

fixed effects; and participant as a random effect. These analyses were performed separately for 

parents and children. For both parents and children, the analyses revealed a significant main effect 

of modality (both p < 0.0001), no main effect of referent presence (both p ~ 0.3), and crucially, a 

significant interaction between modality and referent such that iconic number gestures are more 

likely to be used in reference to all non-present entities whereas number words are more likely to 

refer specifically to present objects (both p < 0.001). 

 

Children 

 Estimate Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Intercept 3.81 0.11 33.92  
Modality -2.21 0.14 -15.70 0.000 
Referent Presence 0.14 0.14 1.04 0.30 
Modality*Referent 
Presence -1.15 0.2 -5.75 0.000 

Table 5. Linear fixed effects of modality and referent presence on log number of children's 
number instances 
 
Parents     
 Estimate Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Intercept 4.31 0.12 35.86  
Modality -3.14 0.16 -20.01 0.000 
Referent 0.15 0.16 1.00 0.32 
Modality*Referent -0.84 0.22 -3.8 0.0002 

Table 6. Linear fixed effects of modality and referent presence on log number of parents' 
number instances 
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Figure 7. Instances of number by modality and referent presence 

 
These findings suggest that iconic number gestures are selectively deployed to meet the 

needs of the situation. In other words, they do not simply serve to reinforce any number word. If we 

take number word referents as the baseline for what sets of entities individuals choose to quantify, 

we see that objects, particularly present objects are the predominant category. If iconic number 

gestures are deployed randomly rather than systematically, merely serving to add emphasis to words 

at random, the rate of reference to objects should match the ‘baseline’ or rate of number words 

referring to objects. Because we don’t see that we conclude that iconic gestures are being produced 

selectively in reference to quantifiable entities that are not physically present. Thus, iconic finger 

gesture may serve to stand in for and concretize these more abstract entities.  

 

2.4 Discussion 

 
 In this study we observed parents’ and children’s spontaneous use of iconic number gestures 

to better understand the role such gestures play in how children understand cardinal numbers. 
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In assessing the developmental trajectory of iconic number gesture production, our data 

reveal that children’s iconic gesture frequency increases over time whereas parents’ iconic gestures 

use are stable. Comparing iconic gestures frequency to number word frequency reveals that iconic 

number gestures are quite rare. This was surprising given that children as young as 2 years of age are 

adept at recognizing and accurately producing iconic gestures (Gibson, 2017; Gunderson, Spaepen, 

Gibson, et al., 2015). The contrast of what we see in the lab versus input in the home suggests that 

children can understand iconic number gestures with minimal input. This is especially striking when 

contrasted with the difficulty children have assigning meaning to number words despite a relatively 

large amount of verbal number word input.  

In many ways, the usage patterns of iconic number gestures mirrors that of number words; 

they are used more for cardinal labeling than counting, more for smaller numerical magnitudes than 

larger ones, and increase in frequency as children get older during the preschool years. Considering 

the majority of iconic number gestures accompany number words, one might conclude that these 

gestures are merely used to emphasize speech. However, the similarities diverge when we examine 

the referents of the numbers. Iconic number gestures appear to be deployed primarily as visual 

stand-ins for non-visible entities, while number words without gestures are primarily used to label 

present objects, indicating that iconic gestures are used as selective supplements to speech. This hints 

at the potential functions that lead children and parents to use iconic number gestures; they help 

with the quantification of abstract entities such as actions and units of time perhaps because these 

gestures ease the demands of conceptualizing of sets. Because objects have a physical form that can 

be more easily represented there is less need for a gestural aid. 

This study also provides evidence that parents’ use of iconic number gestures is related to 

their children’s use of iconic number gestures. Parents who produced at least one such gesture 

during our observations were more likely to have children who produced at least one such gesture. 
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This is not surprising as parent input is related to children’s production of both speech and total 

gesture frequency (Huttenlocher et al., 2010; Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009a). Yet, this insight 

suggests it may be possible to increase children’s use of iconic gestures by encouraging parents to 

gesture more themselves. Alternatively, children may be the ones driving this correlation with 

parents responding to children’s iconic gesture use by increasing their own. Future work could 

explore a possible feedback loop. 

We still do not know whether increasing children’s iconic number gesture input and/or use 

has any relation to their learning the meaning of number words. We found no evidence that 

children’s use of iconic gestures was related to either their production of number words or their 

cardinal number knowledge, nor was there evidence for an impact of parents’ iconic gesture use on 

these outcomes. This went against our predictions based on multiple studies demonstrating gestures 

benefit on learning in other domains (e.g., Mcgregor et al., 2009; Ping & Goldin-Meadow, 2008; 

Valenzeno et al., 2003). It could be that iconic gesture input truly is unrelated to children’s cardinal 

number knowledge, or perhaps because iconic gestures are so rare children do not have enough 

opportunities to learn from them. However, it is also possible that our study design did not capture 

a true relationship between iconic number gesture input and cardinal number knowledge. The 

number of iconic number gestures in our sample could be too low to detect an effect. We recorded 

only a small portion of children’s environment in which families were free to choose whatever 

activities they wished. Iconic number gestures might be used more frequently during some activities 

than others, but if a family never engaged in that activity while we were filming we would never 

know. Moreover, because the camera was always trained on the child, sometimes the parent would 

be offscreen preventing us from recording any gestures they may be producing. Future research 

observing parent child interactions during activities that encourage number talk and that may 
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encourage iconic number gestures, such as reference to non-visible entities, may shed light on this 

question.  
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3. CHAPTER 3 Study 2: Gesture encourages number words in the home 
 

In study 1 we did not find an effect of frequency of iconic number gestures on children’s 

later cardinal number knowledge. This was a somewhat surprising result given that we know 

children are able to recognize iconic number gestures as numerical representations from an early age 

in laboratory settings (Gibson, 2017). Indeed, it seems unlikely that these children extracted no 

information from observing their parents’ iconic number gestures. We followed the methodology of 

(Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Levine et al., 2010) by predicting children’s number knowledge at 46-

months of age using cumulative input from ages 14- to 42- months of age. As discussed previously, 

perhaps this long-term outcome of a few months was too long of a time to detect an effect of 

gestural input. So rather than looking at the cumulative effects of iconic number gesture exposure 

on a long-term outcome, we narrowed our lens to a much shorter-term outcome, the moment 

directly following exposure. In this study we analyse how children’s attention to numerical 

information is benefitted from iconic number gestures the moment they observe the gesture. 

 

3.1 Background 

A hurdle for learning new words is the disambiguating the word’s referent from the myriad 

of possibilities; known as Quine’s (1960) “Gavagai” problem. A speaker of a foreign language points 

to a rabbit and says “gavagai”. Does “gavagai” mean rabbit, animal, long ears, hopping? Now 

imagine there are multiple rabbits. Is “gavagai” referring to just one of the rabbits, all of them, a 

property that all the rabbits share, or something else entirely? This metaphor simulates the puzzle 

children face when hearing a number word for the first time. Number words are especially tricky as 

they do not describe an attribute of any individual item but rather the property of a set, an abstract 

concept not as salient as other properties such as colour or shape. In a match to sample task where 
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participants must select the ‘best match’ to a target set of items from a series of choices that either 

match the target set on shape, colour, or number, children rarely select the number match, just 2% 

of trials. (Chan & Mazzocco, 2017). When pitted against what the experimenters deem as ‘low 

salience’ competing features, pattern and location, children are slightly more likely to notice number, 

14% of trials, but still prefer to match on other features. The low saliency of numerical information 

thus makes solving the “gavagai” problem even harder; mapping the number word “two” to a set of 

two items cannot be accomplished if the two-ness of the set isn’t obvious. 

However, number words are not used in isolation, they are often accompanied by syntactic, 

pragmatic, and socio-pragmatic cues that might help children disambiguate their meaning. By the age 

of two, English speaking children recognize that nouns marked with syntactic plural markings, 

quantifiers and -s endings (e.g. “some blickets), map onto sets of more than one (Kouider et al., 

2006; Wood et al., 2009). Recognition of the grammatic singular/plural distinction has been 

associated with greater understanding of number words (Almoammer et al., 2013; Sarnecka et al., 

2007). Furthermore, children may be sensitive to the linguistic constraints surrounding number 

words: they can only be used with count and not mass nouns (e.g. two cups v. two water), cannot 

accompany modifiers (e.g. very two v. very big), must precede adjectives (e.g. two big cars v. big two 

cars), and can occur in the partitive frame unlike adjectives (e.g. two of the cars v. red of the cars) (P. 

Bloom & Wynn, 1997). But even with multiple verbal cues, children still struggle to take a numerical 

interpretation of novel words when competing features, such as physical size or colour, are present 

(Syrett et al., 2012). Therefore, children need additional supports to understand that numbers are 

used to describe quantities. 

It is important that children can deduce that a number word refers to quantity as this is one 

of the first steps towards understanding the cardinal principle. Indeed, children with higher cardinal 

number knowledge provide numerical labels for sets, even if it is an incorrect label, more often than 
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children with low cardinal number knowledge who will often label sets with a bare noun e.g., “fish” 

for a set of 3 fish (Oswald, unpublished data). Moreover, being aware of numerical information in 

the absence of prompting, also called spontaneous focus on number (SFON), is related to math 

ability (Rathé et al., 2021). SFON in preschoolers is correlated to their concurrent counting and 

cardinality understanding (Hannula & Lehtinen, 2005). SFON also predicts math achievement up to 

7 years later (Hannula-Sormunen et al., 2015). Of note in the SFON literature is the differing 

methods to measure SFON. Some tasks use action based responses such as measuring if children 

copy the same number of actions performed by an experimenter. Other tasks use verbal based 

responses such as measuring how frequently children mention numerical information when 

describing a picture. In particular, tasks which specifically measure verbal SFON are more related to 

concurrent math ability than action based SFON tasks (Batchelor et al., 2015). We can see that while 

attending to numerical information when there are competing features is difficult for children it is 

not impossible and those who do it more frequently, especially those who verbally mention number, 

have better mathematical outcomes. 

One tool that could help children disambiguate the meaning of number words is gesture. In 

many domains gestures enhance learning by demonstrating communicative intent, highlighting 

relevant information, and adding emphasis to particular words. Deictic gestures, pointing with an 

extended finger or hand, have long been implicated in word learning (Booth et al., 2008). Deictic 

gesture signal that the speaker is intending to communicate. 12-month-olds map words to objects 

better when the object is pointed to rather than just gazed at (Booth et al., 2008) or grasped 

(Pomiechowska & Csibra, 2020) indicating they understand that the experimenter was attempting to 

teach them the object label.  

Gestures also focus the observer’s attention to relevant information (Novack & Goldin-

Meadow, 2015), particularly by helping them identify what aspect of an often crowded visual scene 
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to focus on. When used during formal lessons, children pay more visual attention to relevant items 

when the instructor uses gestures (Guarino et al., 2021; Wakefield et al., 2018). In studies aimed to 

teach children novel verbs, children who viewed iconic gestures depicting actions were better able to 

interpret a novel word as referring to an action rather than the shape of an object (Goodrich & 

Hudson Kam, 2009; Mumford & Kita, 2014). Preschoolers had better comprehension of directional 

words (“above”, “below”, “up”, “down”) used in complex sentences when accompanied by iconic 

gestures that reinforced the target words (McNeil et al., 2000). However, gestures can be used for 

attentional purposes even when there are no visual referents to attend to. Gestures add emphasis to 

particular words leading to more attention being paid to those words; in fact, adults perceive words 

paired with gestures as more prosodically prominent than other words in the sentence (Krahmer & 

Swerts, 2007). Such attention improves recall and comprehension. Adults and children have better 

recall of sentences that are accompanied by gestures (Thompson et al., 1998). 3-5 year old children 

have better comprehension of stories when the storyteller gestured (Guilbert et al., 2021; Llanes-

Coromina et al., 2018). In particular, iconic gestures have the ability to enhance attention as they 

represent similar information as that contained in speech. Redundant information provided in two 

modalities reinforces learning according to Clark and Paivio’s (1991) dual coding theory. While non-

representational gestures such as beat gestures, moving hands to the rhythm of speech, also enhance 

comprehension memory (Austin & Sweller, 2014; Igualada et al., 2017; Llanes-Coromina et al., 

2018), iconic gestures lead to even better encoding of information (Feyereisen, 2006; Kartalkanat & 

Göksun, 2020; So et al., 2012). Thus, not only can gestures, particularly iconic gestures, help listeners 

attend to relevant visual features of a scene, but they can also alert listeners to the importance of 

words in the sentence.  

With numerical information being especially difficult for children to attend to, gestures seem 

like a good candidate for making such information salient. Iconic gestures, compared to deictic 
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gestures, could be especially helpful in getting children to notice numerosity. Deictic gestures are 

useful for directing visual attention to a referent (Desrochers et al., 1995; Rohlfing et al., 2017) but 

could prove confusing when labeling a set. One reason children struggle to notice set size as a 

relevant feature is that they are too focused on the features of individuals within the set (Chan & 

Mazzocco, 2017; Syrett et al., 2012). Pointing gestures outside of the math domain are frequently 

associated with noun labels in children’s first years of life. Infants expect object labels in response to 

their gestures (Lucca & Wilbourn, 2019) and parent’s verbal responses to infant points are most 

frequently object labels (Wu & Gros-Louis, 2015). Accumulated experience with points referring to 

object names might exacerbate children’s already tenuous ability to appreciate the set as a whole.  

Iconic number gestures, on the other hand, visually describe the aspect of an array they are 

referring to with the number of fingers being raised. So not only would using this type of gesture 

draw attention to number but also further emphasize the accompanying number word’s meaning. 

For visually present sets, an iconic number gesture can indicate which aspect of a scene the listener 

should focus on. For sets that are not visually present, an iconic number gesture can serve as a 

physical representation of the set, again drawing attention to the set size. And, as in the 

aforementioned studies in non-number domains (Feyereisen, 2006; Kartalkanat & Göksun, 2020; So 

et al., 2012), an iconic number gesture can indicate that the accompanying number word is 

important to remember, comprehend, and is relevant to the conversation. 

  

The Present Study 

In the present study we examined how parents’ use of iconic number gestures helps direct 

children’s attention to numerical information in the moment. Using observational data of naturalistic 

parent-child interactions, we compared children’s immediate responses to parents’ spoken number 

words and parents’ iconic number gestures. We hypothesized that observing iconic number gestures 
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would help children focus on number rather than another aspect of their environment or word in 

the sentence. Due to the observational nature of this study, we relied on verbal and gestural 

responses to indicate attention to number, rather than eye gaze or behavioural measures. Eye gaze 

direction could not reliably be measured on our video recordings, and behavioural responses could 

have many possible interpretations. For example, if a parent asks a child for two red cars and the 

child obliges, we cannot be sure that the child meant to provide exactly two or was rather giving all 

the red cars they could find. Moreover, one of our overarching questions of this dissertation is if 

gestures serve to help children notice that set size is a feature that can be mapped to a number word, 

so it is most appropriate to use a measure of math language as our outcome variable. 

We examined the time period prior to when most children learn their first number word 

meanings, ages 14- to 30-months (Wynn, 1992). Once children become subset-knowers it is likely 

they have an understanding that number words are mapped to quantities even if they cannot assign 

them to exact quantities. This is evidenced by subset-knowers providing numbers, albeit inaccurate 

numbers, on assessments of cardinal number knowledge (Barner & Bachrach, 2010; Gunderson, 

Spaepen, & Levine, 2015; Wagner et al., 2019). Iconic number gestures might thus be most useful 

for children who are not yet subset-knowers by supporting the concept that number words refer to 

quantities.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Participants 

Participants were from the same longitudinal naturalistic observational study as Study 1. For 

this study we limited our analyses to the first 5 sessions when children are 14- to 30-months of age. 

We included the full sample of 64 children (31 Female) and caregivers. 56 of the families completed 
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all 5 sessions, 8 families completed 4 sessions (three families missed session 5, two missed session 4, 

two missed session 3, and one missed session 2). The filming procedure was identical to study 1. 

Participants included 36 White Non-Hispanic, 6 White Hispanic/Latinx, 14 Black/African 

American, and 8 children of mixed/other race. At the beginning of the study period, 4 families 

reported incomes of less than $15,000; 14 had incomes between $15,000 and $34,999; 10 had 

incomes between $35,000 and $49,999; 11 had incomes between $50,000 and $74,999; 11 had 

incomes between $75,000 and $99,000, and 14 reported incomes greater than $100,000. 56 families 

listed the mother as the primary caregiver, one child listed the father as the primary caregiver, and 

seven families reported that both parents equally shared the role (dual caregivers). 

3.2.2 Coding Scheme 

The procedure for finding iconic number gestures and numbers in the transcripts was the 

same as in study 1. Transcripts were searched for parent’s use of iconic number gestures 1-10 and 

number words “one”-“ten”. Counting sequences (strings of sequential gestures or number words) 

were coded as one instance. Instances in which the word “one” was used non-numerically (e.g., 

“Can you pass me that one?”) were excluded.  

For every parent iconic number gesture and number word instance, the child’s immediate 

response was coded as either non-numeric or numeric. Non-numeric responses were defined as the 

child not responding at all to the parent’s input or not responding with a number word or iconic 

number gesture. Numeric responses were defined as the child using any number word or iconic 

number gesture. 

Numeric responses were further described as being either consistent or inconsistent with 

what the parent had just said or gestured. Consistent numeric responses either repeated the number 

the parent had just used, except when being specifically asked for a different number (e.g., parent 
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says, “what comes after four?” and child responds, “five”), or built upon the number the parent had 

used, such as counting on from the number the parent said. Inconsistent numeric responses 

included all other uses of a number. See Table 7 for examples. 

 

Parent utterance 
Non-numeric 
response 

Consistent numeric 
response 

Inconsistent 
numeric response 

Statements: there are three 
dogs 

No response 
Unrelated: I’m hungry. 
Related: Doggies 

Repeating number: 
three 
 three dogs 
Counting to number: 
one, two, three  

five 

Prompts: say two  two three 
Prompts: what number 
comes after four? 

 five four 

Counting: one, two, three 

 Repeating count: one, 
two, three. 
Continuing count: four, 
five. 

seven 
seven, eight, nine 

Table 7. Examples of child responses and corresponding codes 

3.3 Results  

3.3.1 Description of number input and responses 

Across all sessions parents produced an average of 48.03 (SD = 37.47) number word 

instances (range 1-144) and 2.43 (SD = 4.32) iconic number gesture instances (range 0-21). The 

majority of iconic number gesture instances were also accompanied by a number word (M = 83.6%, 

SD = 26.3%). Whereas the majority of number word instances were not accompanied by an iconic 

number gesture (M = 4.7%, SD = 11.3%). To maintain two mutually exclusive categories, we 

considered instances where parents used an iconic number gesture with or without a number word 

as an iconic gesture instance and instances where parents used a number word without an iconic number 

gesture as a number word alone instance. Parents produced an average of 46.49 (SD = 36.68) number 

word alone instances (range 1-141). 
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30 parents never produced an iconic number gesture during the observations, we referred to 

these parents as Never-Gesturers and those that produced at least 1 iconic number gesture as Ever-

Gesturers. We separated parents into Ever-Gesturers and Never-Gesturers for subsequent analyses. 

 

  
Ever-Gesturer Parents (n=34) Never-Gesturer 

Parents (n=30)   
Iconic Number 
Gesture (with or 
without a number 
word) 

Number Word Alone Number Word Alone 

C
h
ild

 R
es

p
o

n
se

 Numeric 1.53 (2.63) 6.85 (7.66) 2.72 (3.82) 

 - Consistent 1.18 (1.96) 5.88 (6.62) 2.52 (3.46) 

 - Inconsistent 0.35 (1.15) 0.97 (1.55) 0.21 (0.56) 

Non-Numeric 2.97 (3.29) 50.06 (36.32) 31.55 (24.81) 

 Total 4.5 (5.04) 56.91 (40.67) 34.28 (27.22) 

Table 8: Average instances of children's responses to parent uses of number 

 
   

Ever-Gesturer Parents (n=34) Never-Gesturer 
Parents (n=30)   

Iconic Number 
Gesture (with or 
without a number 
word) 

Number Word Alone Number Word Alone 

C
h
ild

 R
es

p
o

n
se

 Numeric 0.32 (0.38) 0.13 (0.12) 0.07 (0.07) 

 - Correct 0.28 (0.36) 0.10 (0.12) 0.07 (0.08) 

 - Incorrect 0.05 (0.14) 0.03 (0.06) 0.005 (0.01) 

Non-Numeric 0.67 (0.38) 0.87 (0.12) 0.92 (0.08) 

Table 9: Proportion of parent’s iconic number gestures and number word alone instances by 
child response 
 

3.3.2 Comparing responses to number gesture and number word alone input 

 For each type of parent instance, iconic number gesture (with or without a number word) 

and number word alone, we calculated a proportion numeric response score by dividing the number 
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of children’s numeric responses by the total number of instances [Table 9]. We first compared 

proportion of numeric responses to iconic number gestures and number word alone for children of 

Ever-Gesturers. We used a weighted binomial mixed effects model with proportion of numeric 

responses as the outcome variable; input type (iconic number gesture or number word alone) as a 

fixed effect, participant as a random effect, and total number of instances of input type as weights. 

The weights were necessary in the model to account for the low instances of parents’ iconic number 

gestures, compared to parents’ number words alone. There was a significant effect of input type 

such that children’s responses to iconic number gestures were proportionally more numerical than 

responses to number words alone (β = -1.32, SE = 0.18, z(34) = -7.18, p < 0.001). This suggests that 

children are paying more attention to numerical information when parents use an iconic number 

gesture than when they use a number word alone. 

 We ran two more similar models predicting children’s consistent numeric responses and 

children’s incorrect numeric responses respectively. We again found a significant effect of input type 

such that children’s’ responses to iconic number gestures were proportionally more numerically 

correct (β = -1.12, SE = 0.2, z(34) = -5.65, p < 0.01) and numerically inconsistent (β = -1.59, SE = 

0.35, z(34) = -4.57, p < 0.01) than responses to number words alone.  

3.3.2 Comparing responses to Ever-Gesturer and Never-Gesturer parents’ input 

 We next compared Ever-Gesturer parents to Never-Gesturer parents to determine if 

parents’ tendency to gesture was related to their own uses of number words alone or children’s 

responses to number word input. Ever-Gesturer parents produced more number word instances 

than Never-Gesturer parents t(62) = -2.62, p < 0.05.  

A binomial model with proportion of numeric responses as the outcome variable, parent 

category (Ever-Gesturer, Never-Gesturer) as a fixed effect, and number of instances of input as 

weights revealed that children of Ever-Gesturer parents produced proportionally more numerical 
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responses to number words than children of Never-Gesturer parents (β = -0.46, SE = 0.14, z(64) = 

-3.38, p < 0.01). (Z=-3.378 p< 0.01). This indicates that parents who are Ever-Gesturers are 

providing more numeric input to their children not only through gesture but also by using more 

number words. In turn, their children are focusing on numerical information more than children of 

Never-Gesturer parents. 

 

Figure 8. Proportion of child numerical responses following different modalities of parent 
number input 
 

3.3.3 Description of Children’s Response Modality 

 In prior analyses we focused on children’s responses as a whole and did not differentiate the 

modality of children’s numeric responses. Here we describe the frequency of such responses. We 

classified children’s responses into 4 different modality types: Speech, Gesture, Speech+Gesture 

Match (children said a number word and produced a gesture that matched their number word in 

magnitude), and Speech+Gesture Mismatch (children said a number word and produced a gesture 

that did not match their number word in magnitude). Those were further classified into if the 

response was Consistent or Inconsistent with the parent’s prompt, except for the Speech+Gesture 
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Mismatches because they could not be easily classified as often the gesture was consistent and the 

speech was not or vice versa.  

 Table 10 lists the average proportion of children’s numerically relevant responses that fall 

into each of the modality categories. The vast majority of children’s responses were in the speech 

modality; this is not surprising given the rarity of iconic number gestures in Study 1. Interestingly, 

children rarely used an iconic number gesture as a response to their parents’ number words alone. 

When children did respond with gestures they were often accompanied by speech, also consistent 

with Study 1. Children of Never-Gesturer parents exclusively responded in the speech modality. 

 This description suggests that while children use more number words than iconic number 

gestures, they are more motivated to use an iconic number gesture when they have immediately seen 

their parent use one. 

 

 Ever-Gesturer Parents (n=34) Never-Gesturer 
Parents (n=30) 

Iconic Number 
Gesture 

Number Word 
Alone 

Number Word Alone 

C
h
ild

 R
es

p
o

n
se

 M
o
d
al

it
y 

an
d
 T

yp
e 

Speech Consistent 0.63 (0.43) 0.78 (0.3) 0.92 (0.23) 

Speech Inconsistent 0.06 (0.15) 0.09 (0.14) 0.08 (0.23) 

Gesture Consistent 0.08 (0.16) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

Gesture Inconsistent 0.01 (0.06) 0.02 (0.09) 0 (0) 

Speech+Gesture 
Consistent 

0.13 (0.22) 0.03 (0.17) 0 (0) 

Speech+Gesture 
Inconsistent 

0.06 (0.24) 0.01 (0.03) 0 (0) 

Speech+Gesture 
Mismatch 

0.03 (0.1) 0.08 (0.22) 0 (0) 

Table 10. Proportion of numerical responses by child's response modality 

3.4 Discussion  

This study investigated the effect of seeing a parent produce an iconic number gesture on a 

toddler’s attention to numerical information. The results indicate that viewing an iconic number 

gesture increases focus on numerical information, compared to hearing a number word alone.  
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The majority of children’s responses to parent’s number input was consistent, in that they 

aligned with the numerical information provided by the parent. There was still a portion of 

responses of inconsistent numbers, i.e., numbers that were incorrect in the context of the 

conversation. Responding incorrectly is not surprising in these cases as children at this age likely 

have a limited grasp of the exact meanings of number words. However, it appears as if iconic number 

gestures, more so than number words alone, help children realize that number is a feature worth 

mentioning even if they don’t know which exact number to use. 

These results concord with other studies showing that iconic gestures in other domains help 

children to focus on relevant information, particularly when competing information may be more 

salient (e.g., verbs Mumford & Kita, 2014; directional words, McNeil et al., 2020). Indeed, children 

are more likely to notice colour or object size than number (Syrett et al., 2012). In experimental 

word mapping studies, children typically have only one competing aspect to contend with (e.g., the 

word could either be mapped to set size or to object colour), whereas in the home environment 

there are a multitude of stimuli that could be more salient than number. The visual objects in the 

room or the non-number words the parent is using could draw children’s attention away from 

numerical information. Yet we still find that iconic number gestures mitigate these distracting 

features.  

We also find that children tend to use iconic number gestures in response to parent number 

gestures more so than in response to parent’s number words alone. This is similar to our results in 

Study 1 showing that that parents’ and children’s iconic number gesture use is related.  

 Together, our data indicate iconic gestures make an impact on children’s number talk at an 

age when most children are not yet one-knowers (Le Corre et al., 2006; Wynn, 1992). This 

emphasizes the importance of providing children with numerical input early in life. Many parents 

believe that math is meant to be learned once children enter school and do not believe they have a 
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role to play in fostering their children’s math skills prior (Cannon & Ginsburg, 2008). However, 

results from this study add to the body of research showing the positive impact of parents engaging 

their toddlers in math (Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Levine et al., 2010; Napoli & Purpura, 2018). 

One of the first steps to understanding the cardinal principle is knowing that number is a relevant 

feature one can label with a number word. By adding a simple gesture to their speech, parents can 

encourage children to make this connection between number words and set sizes. 

The observational nature of this study meant that we could not control the contexts in 

which parents used iconic number gestures and number words. At least some aspects of these 

different contexts are likely to have an effect on children’s focus on number. As noted in Study 1, 

parents tend to use iconic number gestures to refer to non-objects more so than objects, whereas 

number words are used to refer to objects more frequently. Thus, it could be that children are more 

inclined to focus on numerical information in reference to non-objects regardless of their parents’ 

input. This seems an unlikely explanation because, in experimental studies, children begin 

quantifying visual items before they quantify non-visual items, such as sounds or actions (Mix, 1999; 

Mix et al., 1996b). Another avenue we did not explore was the intent of the parent when using 

number gestures and number words. There could be a difference in response patterns to parents 

explicitly prompting for numerical information (e.g., “Can you say two?”) and merely commenting 

on numerical information that does not necessitate a response (e.g., “There are two cars.”) It may be 

the case that iconic number gestures are used more frequently with explicit prompting resulting in 

proportionally more numeric responses. Future work should address these factors. If they are not 

relevant, this will make us more confident that iconic number gestures have a unique role to play in 

increasing attention to numerical information. 

 We also found that the proportion of numerical responses to number words alone was lower 

for children of Never-Gesturers than children of Ever-Gesturers, even controlling for total number 
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words used. This may suggest that more gestural input helps children attend to numerical 

information even in the absence of an iconic number gesture. However, due to the aforementioned 

uncontrolled variables it may also be the case that parents who gesture more also provide an 

environment for their children which encourages more attention to number. For example, if it turns 

out that gestures always occur when parents are explicitly prompting children to talk about number, 

it could be that Ever-Gesturer parents also provided more explicit prompting than Never-Gesturer 

parents. Explicit prompting, rather than gestures, might then be causing children being more 

numerically focused.  

 This observational study provides evidence that iconic number gestures are worth pursuing 

further as a tool to increase children’s attention to number and number word learning. As such, I 

sought to overcome the limitations of the study by designing an experiment to more directly test if 

iconic gestures make numerical information salient.  
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4. CHAPTER FOUR Study 3: Gestures encourage number words in the lab 
 

In study 2, we explored one potential mechanism by which iconic number gestures benefit 

number learning, by drawing attention to numerical information. We found that viewing an iconic 

number gesture caused children to immediately focus on numerical information more so than 

hearing a number word without a gesture. In an observational study of this kind, we cannot control 

for all variables which may contribute to children’s propensity to notice numerical information. 

Indeed, in Study 1 we found that parents’ number input varied in regard to the referent, magnitude, 

and type of number (cardinal or counting), which we did not control for in study 2. Moreover, we 

were not able to measure other potentially confounding variables such as speech prosody, sentence 

type (prompt or statement), and conversation context (e.g., playing or reading a book). Such 

variability in the ways parents use number words and iconic number gestures makes it difficult to 

determine if it was truly the iconic number gesture that engaged children, or if iconic number 

gestures happen to accompany other factors that draw children to attend to number. 

To address the question of whether iconic number gestures increase children’s attention to 

number, we designed an experimental study that varies the presence of iconic number gestures while 

holding set size, referent type, number type, sentence type and conversation context constant. Two 

groups of children were randomized to be presented stimuli that were identical except for the 

presence/absence of iconic number gestures. This enabled us to examine whether the group that 

received a number word accompanied by an iconic number gesture (Gesture+Speech group) was 

more likely label a visual set with a number word than the group that received a number word alone 

(Speech-alone group). Tor preview our findings, we found that iconic number gestures engendered 

more correct numerical responses, as well as more incorrect numerical responses, than number 

words alone. 
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4.1 Background 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, set size is not a highly salient feature for children (Chan & 

Mazzocco, 2017; Syrett et al., 2012). This could make mapping number words onto the concept of 

set size difficult (Barner, 2017). Preschool and kindergarten aged children’s ability to notice 

numerical information is related to their later math outcomes (Hannula-Sormunen et al., 2015; Rathé 

et al., 2021). This suggest that finding ways to increase the salience of set size for children may 

benefit their math learning trajectories. In other domains children take advantage of information 

contained in iconic gesture to disambiguate the meaning of novel words or complex sentences 

(Goodrich & Hudson Kam, 2009; McNeil et al., 2000; Mumford & Kita, 2014). Based on these 

findings and the results of Study 2 we hypothesise that iconic number gestures my enhance 

children’s focus on number.  

In this study we take advantage of a common error young children make on a task that is 

used to measure their cardinal number knowledge. In the What’s On This Card (WOC) task, 

children are shown a set of objects and asked “What’s on this card?” (Le Corre et al., 2006). The 

expected response is a number word, or a number word in conjunction with whatever noun is 

depicted (e.g., “3 fish). However, 2- and 3-year-olds will sometimes provide just the noun label even 

when prompted, indicating that they may not be focusing on the numerical information on the card 

(Oswald, unpublished data). Here, we adapt this task to include a priming phase in which children 

are either exposed to an iconic number gesture along with a number word, or a number word alone. 

If iconic number gestures serve a role in focusing children on numerical information, we predict 

children who receive an iconic number gesture prime will be more likely to use a number word (even 

if it is an incorrect number word) to describe the set they are looking at than children who receive a 

speech-alone prime. 
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It may also be the case that iconic number gestures provide an advantage only for children 

who have low cardinal number knowledge. Indeed, Gunderson et al. (2015) found that only subset-

knowers were more accurate at labeling sets with gestures than number words, and particularly so 

for numbers above their knower level. Cardinal principal knowers were equally accurate at labeling 

small set sizes in speech and in gesture and actually showed a speech advantage for labeling sets of 

four. Thus, children with high number knowledge may be easily able to attend to numerical 

information regardless of iconic number gesture priming, whereas those with low cardinal number 

knowledge will benefit from gestural input. 

This study will also extend prior research on the effects of iconic gesture on attention 

towards relevant information by examining whether iconic gestures that do not match the visual 

information the child sees are still effective at focusing attention. Prior work has not looked at this. 

For example, Mumford & Kita (2014) used an iconic gesture to describe either the end state of an 

object in motion or the manner of motion of the object. Children who say a gesture describing the 

manner of motion were able to identify a novel word as referring to the motion rather than the 

object’s end state. In this case the iconic gesture mapped directly onto the object’s manner of 

motion. Might the results have been the same if children were presented with any manner gesture? 

In study 2 we saw that iconic number gestures engendered numerical responses even when the 

magnitude of the numerical response did not match the magnitude of the gesture (e.g., parent used a 

two gesture and child responded “three”). This indicates that iconic number gestures may cue 

children that they should be focusing on number in general even if they don’t label the exact number 

the gesture refers to. Our study design allows us to see if viewing an iconic number gesture leads 

children to notice numerical information that differs from that in the gesture.  
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4.1.1 Research Questions 

1) Does observing an iconic number gesture along with a number word cause children to 

focus on and verbally express numerical information more so than hearing a number 

word alone? 

2) Is this relationship driven by children with low cardinal number knowledge? 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Participants 

Sample size was calculated using the statistical program G*Power (Faul et al., 2007). The 

sample required to detect statistically significant differences between two independent means for a 

one-tailed test with an effect size of 0.5, an alpha of 0.05, and a power of 0.85 is 118 (59 per group). 

As of writing of this dissertation we have collected 95 participants. We will continue to collect the 

full sample of 118 usable participants and perform the same analyses outlined here, but for the 

purposes of this dissertation we focus on the usable participants collected to date. 

Our current sample consists of 95 children aged 28-50 months (55 female, Mean=35.73 

months). 16 additional children (6 female, Mean age=37 months) were tested but excluded, 5 for 

shyness resulting in no verbal responses, 2 for excessive fussiness, 8 for parental interference, and 1 

for being older than our target age range. We instructed parents to refrain from helping their child 

answer questions, however some did interject in ways that could have influenced the child’s 

numerical response. Because we are interested in children’s attention to number without explicit 

prompting, we excluded children whose parents used any of the terms “count”, “how many”, or 

“number” during the tasks. If the parent provided behavioural intervention such as redirecting 

children’s attention towards the screen (e.g., “look over here”) or general encouragement to respond 
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(e.g., “tell her the answer”) that did not include explicit prompts towards numerical information we 

included the child.  

Parents were recruited through a database maintained by the University of Chicago Center 

for Early Childhood Research of families interested in participating in research, families were 

recruited through targeted social media ads and ads posted around the Chicago area. We asked 

families to report the ethnicity and race of their child and the primary caregiver’s highest level of 

education. Our sample was ethnically and racial diverse. 68% of children were White non-Hispanic, 

7% were White Hispanic, 5% were Asian, 5% were Black/African American, and 15% were 

mixed/other race. <1% of caregivers held a high school diploma, 2% had a Highschool degree or 

equivalent, 3% had attended at least 1 year of college but had not obtained a post-secondary degree, 

6% held an Associate’s degree, 37% had a Bachelor's degree, 38% held a Master's degree, and 13% 

had a Doctorate or professional degree. 

4.2.2 Measures 

Primed What’s on this Card (WOC) 

This task was adapted from the What’s on this Card task (Le Corre et al., 2006). Children are 

told they are playing a game where they will take turns with a woman telling each other what they 

see on their computer screens. Children are instructed that the woman cannot see what is on the 

child’s screen, nor can the child see what is on the woman’s screen. There are 12 trials divided into 2 

blocks of 6, presented in a fixed, pseudo-random order, ensuring that there was not an 

overrepresentation of any particular set size in the first or second block of trials. On each trial, 

children see a video of the woman on the left half of their screen and a homogenous array of objects 

(e.g., 4 fish) on the right half. The arrays are composed of either fish, basketballs, or rabbits; the 

number of objects is either 2, 3, 4, or 6. Each trial begins with the woman in the video describing 

what she can see (e.g., “My screen has 2 fish! What does your screen have?”). The experimenter 
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provides encouragement if the child does not respond. (e.g., “What do you see?”). On each trial, the 

number the woman says never matches the number of objects the child sees. On half of the trials, 

the objects the woman mentions are the same kind of the objects the child sees. No feedback is 

given except general encouragement from the experimenter (e.g., “good job!”, “great!”) regardless of 

performance. 

Conditions: Speech-Alone Primed WOC vs. Gesture+Speech Primed WOC: 

The Speech-Alone and Gesture+Speech conditions are identical except on each trial in the 

Gesture+Speech condition the woman displays an iconic number gesture, specifically a cardinal 

number (CN) gesture along with her speech. (e.g., [holds up 2 fingers] “My screen has 2 fish!”) 

 

 

Figure 9. Example Trials of the Primed WOC Task 

 Previous work indicates adults add greater emphasis to words and sound more engaging 

when they gesture (Bernardis & Gentilucci, 2006; Krahmer & Swerts, 2007). To ensure that the 

actor in the primed WOC videos did not inadvertently differ in her verbal prosodic quality in the 

gesture condition than the speech condition, we had 6 adults blind to the purposes of the 

experiment rate the audio from each trial. Adults were presented with just the audio clips from both 

the speech condition and the gesture condition in a random order. For half the trials adults indicated 

on a 1-7 Likert scale how expressive the audio clip was. The other half of trials adults indicated on a 

1-7 Likert scale how prominent the number word was relative to the other words in the sentence. 

Speech-Alone Primed WOC Gesture+Speech Primed WOC 
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Ratings of expressiveness were quite high for both the gesture+speech condition (M = 6.10, SD = 

1.18) and the speech-alone condition (M = 5.93, SD = 1.07). Ratings of prominence were also on 

the higher end of the Likert scale for both gesture+speech (M = 5.61, SD = 1.26) and the speech-

alone condition (M = 5.75, SD = 1.08). There was no statistically significant condition difference 

between the perceived expressiveness, t(27) = 0.35, p = 0.73, or perceived prominence of the 

number word, t(28) = -0.72, p = 0.47. 

Which-is-X  

We adapted this task from Wynn et al., (1992). Children are introduced to two characters, 

Cookie Monster and Elmo each standing next to the box of their corresponding colour, blue and 

red. The side each character/box appears on is counterbalanced across children. Children are told 

that the characters like to keep different things in their boxes. The experimenter confirms that the 

child knows who each character is and can say their names. If children struggle with the character’s 

names, they are instead instructed to say “blue” or “red” in place of “Cookie Monster” or “Elmo” 

respectively. 

Training trials: To ensure children understand the task, two trials with no explicit verbal 

numerical information are administered. A set of 2 flowers appears in Cookie Monster’s box and a 

set of 2 watermelon slices appears in Elmo’s box. On each trial, children are asked to indicate which 

character has which type of object in their box (e.g., “Who has watermelon, Cookie Monster or 

Elmo?”). Children are given feedback until they can provide the correct answer.  

Test trials: On each test trial an array of objects appears (1-6) in the boxes; the type of 

objects is the same for each character, but the number differs. Children are asked to indicate which 

character has a particular number of objects in their box (e.g., “Who has 3 donuts, Cookie Monster 

or Elmo?”). The order the characters are listed in by the experimenter corresponds to the left-right 

order they appear on the screen. No feedback is given except general encouragement from the 
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experimenter (e.g., “good job!”, “great!”) regardless of performance. There are 20 trials in a fixed, 

pseudo-random order. 

 

 

Figure 10 Example trial of the Which-is-X task 

Count List Fluency 

Children are asked to count 30 images of cartoon cats arranged in a 6x5 grid. If children stop 

counting before reaching 30 the experimenter offers a prompt to continue: “what comes after [last 

number child said]”. The task ends after the child stops a second time or if they refuse to continue 

after the prompt. The highest number children can count to without a mistake (i.e., skipping a 

number) is recorded. 

4.2.3 Procedure 

This study was conducted live over Zoom. Parents received a link to a Slides.com virtual 

slide show containing all stimuli for the tasks, which was opened in a web browser on the parent’s 

device. The slide show was controlled by the experimenter. Parents were encouraged to use a 

computer or laptop, although some used tablets (n=10) or a smart phone (n=1). Children sat either 

next to their parent or on their parent’s lap.  

Pilot work revealed children had difficulty maintaining focus throughout the tasks, so we 

introduced a minor goal and rewards to sustain attention. Children were initially introduced to a 

cartoon snowman, Olaf. They were told “For these games, Olaf can’t see your computer screen, but 
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he really wants to know what is on it. If you do a good job telling Olaf what you see he will sing you 

a song.” After the 6th trial of the Primed WOC task and after every 5th trial of the Which-is-X task 

children were shown a ~10-second-long video clip of Olaf singing. 

After being introduced to Olaf, children receive a brief warm-up activity allowing them to 

become more comfortable with the experimenter and practiced describing what they saw on the 

screen. Children were shown 6 cartoon images (car, fish, flower, basketball, bumble bee, rabbit) and 

asked to name them. If the child was reticent to respond, the experimenter provided encouragement 

(e.g., “Hmm what do you think this red thing with wheels is? Could it be a car?”). This activity also 

ensured that children knew the names for the 3 objects (fish, ball, rabbit1) to be used in the Primed 

WOC task. If a child did not initially know the name of the object the experimenter provided it for 

them (e.g., “This is called a fish! Can you say fish?”). 

Children were randomly assigned to receive either Speech-Alone Primed WOC or 

Gesture+Speech Primed WOC. Afterwards, all children completed Which-is-X followed by the 

Count List Fluency task. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Effects of prime on focus on number 

On the Primed WOC task children’s numeric responses on the 12 trials were categorized 

into three groups: correct number (child labeled the set size correctly), repeated prompt number 

(child repeated the number heard in the prompt), and other number (child said a number that was 

neither correct nor the number from the prompt). As seen in Figure 12, children in both conditions 

primarily said the correct number or another number.  

 
1 Most children called it a “bunny” 
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A two-way Condition x Answer Type ANOVA reveled an effect of Condition, F(1, 330) = 

7.58, p < 0.01, and of Answer Type, F(2, 330) = 11.92, p<0.01, but no interaction between 

Condition and Answer Type, F(2, 330) = 1.83, p=0.062. Overall, children primed with a gesture 

mentioned any number M = 7.58 (SD = 4.28) on significantly more trials than children who were 

primed with speech alone M = 5.38 (SD = 3.98), t(94) = 2.58, p < 0.05; d = 0.53. Breaking numerical 

responses into answer types, children mention the correct number more in the gesture+speech 

condition M = 3.29 (SD = 2.85) than in the speech-alone condition M=2.14 (SD = 2.62), t(94) = 

2.04, p < 0.05; d = 0.42. Likewise, children mentioned more other numbers in the gesture+speech 

condition M = 3.09 (SD = 2.73) than the speech-alone condition M = 1.96 (SD = 2.46), t(94) = 

2.10, p < 0.05; d = 0.43. There was no statistically significant difference in repeating prompt number 

responses between the conditions t(94) = -0.21, p = 0.85. In general, repeating the number from the 

prompt was the least common response, indicating that when children did mention number they 

were (mostly) not simply parroting back what they had heard. Thus, overall, iconic number gestures 

facilitate correct labeling of set sizes, as well as attention to numerical information in general.  

 

CONDITION 
RESPONSE TYPE 

Correct Number 
Incorrect 
Number 

Repeated Prompt 
Number 

Total: Any 
Number 

Gesture+Speech 3.29 (2.85) 3.08 (2.74) 1.20 (1.49) 7.58 (4.28) 

Speech-Alone 2.14 (2.62) 1.96 (2.46) 1.28 (2.26) 5.38 (3.98) 

Table 11. Average numerical response types by condition 
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4.3.2 Role of Set size 

We next explore whether the role of gesture in facilitating children’s number responses 

differed by set size. Children were exposed to sets of 2, 3, 4, and 6 items. We predicted that children 

would be more accurate at correctly labeling the smaller set sizes than the larger set sizes. We did not 

have specific predictions of the relationship between set size and children’s mention of any number. 

Table 12 describes the means of numerical response types per set size by condition.  

Overall, children in both conditions did perform differentially for different set sizes. Correct 

number responses were negatively correlated with set size, r(379) -0.26, p < 0.001, whereas other-

number responses were positively correlated with set size, r(379) = 0.13, p < 0.001. 

 

A 2x2 ANOVA predicting mentioning any number reveals a main effect of condition F(1, 

376) = 21.16, p < 0.01, and set size F(1, 376) = 6.34, p < 0.05; however, there was no interaction 

Figure 11. Children's numerical responses on the Primed WOC Task 
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between condition and set size F(1, 376) = 0.12, p=0.72. Likewise, a 2x2 ANOVA predicting correct 

number responses reveals a main effect of condition F(1, 376) = 9.3, p < 0.01 and set size F(1, 376) 

= 66.36, p < 0.01 and no interaction between condition and set size F(1, 376) = 0.58, p = 0.45. 

However, a 2x2 ANOVA predicting other number responses reveals a main effect of condition F(1, 

376) = 9.3, p < 0.01 and set size F(1, 376) = 66.36, p < 0.01 and an interaction between condition 

and set size F(1, 376) = 0.58, p = 0.45. To summarize, mentions of any number, correct number, 

and other number are explained by condition and set size, but only mentions of other number can 

also be explained by an interaction between condition and set size. A visual inspection of the means 

in Figure 12 appears as if children in the gesture condition provide more other-number responses as 

set sizes increase. Even though it appears as if children in the gesture+speech condition provide 

more correct responses for set sizes 3 and 4 than children in the speech-alone condition, they do not 

appear to differ from children for sets of 2 and 6.  

 

CONDITION 
SET SIZE 

2 3 4 6 

Gesture+Speech 

Any 
Number 

2.13 (1.04) 1.96 (1.19) 1.73 (1.25) 1.78 (1.22) 

Correct 
Number 

1.47 (1.14) 0.96 (1.09) 0.58 (0.89) 0.29 (0.55) 

Other 
Number 

0.31 (0.56)  0.67 (0.95) 0.93 (1.05) 1.18 (1.11) 

Repeat 
Prompt 

0.35 (0.61) 0.33 (0.60) 0.22 (0.56) 0.31 (0.6) 

Speech-alone 

Any 
Number 

1.86 (1.8) 1.16 (1.06) 1.1 (1.23) 1.26 (1.14) 

Correct 
Number 

1.26 (1.17) 0.48 (0.87) 0.2 (0.64) 0.2 (0.57) 

 
Other 
Number 

0.24 (0.59) 0.54 (0.86) 0.6 (0.95) 0.56 (0.79) 

 
Repeat 
Prompt 

0.36 (0.75) 0.14 (0.40) 0.3 (0.74) 0.5 (0.84) 

Table 12 Mean number of trials (out of 3) mentioning any number and mentioning each 
number type for each set size.  
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Figure 12. Response types by set size and condition 

 
4.3.3 Block effects 

 Children in both conditions improved in their focus on numerical information and in their 

correct labeling of set sizes from the first block of 6 trials to the second block of 6 trials. While there 

was a significant influence of block on any number response, F(1, 186) = 8.95, p <0.05, there was no 

interaction between the block and condition, F(1, 186) = 0.01, p = 0.92. Likewise for correct 

response, we found a significant influence of block, F(1, 186) = 8.65, p < 0.05, but no interaction 

between block and condition, F(1, 186) = 0.09, p = 0.77. There was no effect of block on children’s 

other number responses, F(1, 186) = 0.69, p = 0.4. Thus, children mention correct numerical 

information, and numerical information in general, more in the 2nd half of the experiment regardless 

of the prompt type. 

 

4.3.4 Relation between Prompted WOC and Which-is-X 

3 of the 95 children became too fussy during the Which-is-X task to continue participating; 

thus we exclude them from these analyses. 
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While we included the Which-is-X task as a measure of children’s cardinal number 

knowledge, we did not want to have children complete the task prior to the primed WOC task. 

Which-is-X explicitly asks children to pay attention to numerical information and thus may have 

dampened the effect of the gesture prime by inflating all children’s attention to number regardless of 

condition. In having this task come second, we run the risk of the Primed WOC condition 

differentially affecting children’s performance on Which-is-X. However, this does not appear to be 

the case. There were no differences in the number of correct answers on the Which-is-X task 

between children in the Gesture+Speech condition M = 12.98 (SD = 3.07) and those in the Speech-

Alone condition M=12.96 (SD = 3.1), t(94) = -1.23, p = 0.22. 

We hypothesized that children’s performance on Which-is-X would interact with condition 

in predicting children’s numerically relevant responses on the Primed WOC task such that children 

with lower cardinal number knowledge would benefit more from the Gesture+Speech prime than 

those with higher cardinal number knowledge. However, in a linear regression, there was not an 

interaction between condition and Which-is-X score in predicting children’s mention of any number 

on Primed WOC (β = 0.22, SE = 0.2, t(88) = 1.09, p = 0.28), nor in predicting correct number 

mentions (β = -0.05, SE = 0.14, t(88) = -0.39, p = 0.7), nor in predicting other number mentions (β 

= 0.2, SE = 0.11, t(88) = 1.7, p = 0.09).  

We did detect a significant relationship between Which-is-X performance and mentioning 

correct number on Primed WOC for children in the Speech-Alone condition, r(90) = 0.34, p < 0.05, 

and a marginally significant relationship for children in the Gesture+Speech condition, r(90) = 0.28, 

p = 0.08 [Figure 13]. 
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Figure 13. Relationship between Primed WOC and Which-is-X tasks 

 
 One reason we did not observe a correlation between Which-is-X and Primed WOC could 

be the validity of our Which-is-X task. Children appeared to have a side bias, being significantly 

more likely to answer “Elmo” than “Cookie Monster” t(90) = 3.65, p < 0.001.  

 

4.3.5 Relation between Prompted WOC and Counting Skill 

 Count list fluency, as measured by how high children could count without making a mistake, 

showed a similar relationship to prompted WOC performance as Which-is-X did. Correct number 

mentions were positively correlated with children’s highest count in both conditions, 

Gesture+Speech (r(90) = 0.42, p < 0.01) and Speech-Alone (r(90) = 0.25, p < 0.05) [see Figure 14]. 

However, we did not find any interactions between condition and highest count as they related to 

mentions of any number, correct number, nor other number.  
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Figure 14. Relationship between Primed WOC and count list fluency 

 

4.4 Discussion 

 In this study we asked how iconic number gestures help develop cardinal number knowledge 

by exploring whether they draw attention to numerical information as a relevant feature to label with 

a number word. We show that iconic number gestures accompanying number words encourage 

more focus on numerical information than number words alone. This is consistent with findings 

from our observational study (Chapter 3) in which parents’ spontaneous iconic number gestures 

drew their children’s attention to number more so than parents’ number words alone. Furthermore, 

we demonstrate that an iconic number gesture does not need to match a visual set in magnitude to 

encourage children to focus on number. 

As we hypothesized, children primed with an iconic number gesture and a number word 

mentioned number on more trials than children primed with a number word alone. When children 

didn’t mention number they were, for the most part, providing a bare noun (e.g., “Fish”). It seems 

that children in the speech-alone condition did benefit from multiple trials of number word primes 
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as mentions of number increased from the first block of trials to the second block. However, they 

still did not perform as well as children who got the additional support of gesture in either block. 

Thus, while number word input is helpful for children, number can be made even more salient with 

the addition of a gesture. 

The iconic gesture prime also caused children to label the set size correctly more than the 

speech-alone prime. This is interesting because the prime was designed to not match the target set in 

magnitude, such that children viewing a set of 2 would never be prompted with “two”. This effect 

seemed to be mostly driven by set sizes 3 and 4. Sets of 2 were relatively easy for children at this age 

to accurately quantify resulting in little room for a gesture to boost attention. At the other extreme, 

children in both conditions found it difficult to accurately label sets of 6 and as such gestures did not 

seem to boost this understanding. This is unsurprising as sets of 6 are outside of the subitizable 

range and thus require children to deploy a counting strategy to figure out the exact quantity. Given 

most participants’ performance on Which-is-X, it is doubtful that the majority of them had the 

knowledge of how counting can be used to find cardinal labels (Wynn, 1992). However, for larger 

set sizes (4 and 6) children did provide more incorrect number when prompted with a gesture than 

speech alone, indicating that the gestures caused them to realize that they should say a number, but 

they did not have the ability to figure out which number to say. 

 We also demonstrate that an iconic number gesture does not need to match a set in 

magnitude for it to help children focus on numerical information. When children mentioned 

number, they rarely repeated the prompt’s number word, instead they attempted to quantify the set 

of objects they saw, even if their answers were inaccurate. This suggests that children at this age 

appreciate iconic number gestures as part of a set of gestures that all describe number—not 

necessarily that they communicate anything specific about what they are seeing. Thus seeing an 

iconic number gesture puts them in a ‘number head space’ such that they can lexically access other 
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number words or pay attention to other numerical information. This result provides an important 

extension to previous work showing that iconic gestures draw attention to relevant features (McNeil 

et al., 2000; Mumford & Kita, 2014). The iconic gestures may not need to be the exact mapping to 

the relevant feature to encourage focus as long as they still evoke the category of the feature (e.g., 

number as opposed to physical size).  

This study included two prompt types: iconic number gesture plus speech and speech alone. 

The design was intended to mirror the input types analysed in study 2, providing an experimentally 

controlled look at the impact iconic number gestures have on attention to number. However, this 

design also means we cannot entirely rule out the possibility that any gesture would have encouraged 

children to focus on numerical information. Indeed, deictic gestures do encourage focus on visual 

stimuli (Rohlfing et al., 2017). Future work should compare children’s attention to number when 

they are primed with an iconic number gesture to those primed with other gestures such as deictic or 

iconic gestures which describe another feature of the depicted items such as size.  

 We did not find evidence to support our second hypothesis that prompt type would interact 

with children’s’ cardinal number knowledge in predicting focus on number. We had suspected that 

children low on cardinal number knowledge, as measured by the Which-is-X task, would benefit 

most from the iconic number gesture prompt as children who had high cardinal number knowledge 

would notice number on most trials of Prompted-WOC and thus not need additional support. This 

was not the case. We can only speculate as to why there was no relationship. Firstly, our sample 

consisted mostly of children who did not have a firm grasp of the cardinal principle so all might 

stand to benefit from iconic number gestures. Only 9 children (10% of the sample) scored 18 or 

higher out of 20 on Which-is-X, and even still those children showed variability in their performance 

on Prompted-WOC.  
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Secondly, Which-is-X may not have been the ideal task. Which-is-X, and its variants, have 

fallen out of favour as a measure of cardinal number knowledge. We would have preferred to use 

Give-a-Number (Give-N) (Le Corre et al., 2006; Wynn, 1992) as it is common in the literature and 

can assess children’s knower-level. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, data could not be 

collected in-person; Give-N requires children to generate sets with manipulatives, such as toy fish, 

and at the time of design there was no reliable version of Give-N for use in online data collection. 

Along these lines, the apparent side bias in our task indicates that the task might not be a valid 

measure of children’s cardinal number knowledge. The classic version of Which-is-X has children 

point to the correct answer (Wynn, 1992). Because data was collected online, children had to 

verbally indicate the side the correct answer was on, increasing task demands. We regrettably chose 

familiar characters to indicate sides not realizing that one of the characters would be more preferred 

than the other. However, this second explanation does seem less likely as a cause for the lack of 

predicted interaction due to the similar lack of interaction between condition count list fluency in 

predicting primed WOC performance. Count list fluency is correlated with cardinal number 

knowledge (Wagner et al., 2015) so this finding (more appropriately, lack of finding) further implies 

that our prediction was not supported. 

 The findings of this study have implications for children’s early math learning. The ability to 

notice number despite other competing features is predictive of later math outcomes (Hannula-

Sormunen et al., 2015; Rathé et al., 2021). Thus, providing tools that better enable children to do so 

at an early age could improve children’s early math ability.  
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5. CHAPTER FIVE: General Discussion 
 
 Understanding the meanings of number words is an important skill for young children, 

predicting later academic outcomes in both math and reading (Duncan et al., 2007; Geary et al., 

2018). However, children’s acquisition of these words can take months to years, and there are wide 

variations in when children understand and use these words (Clements & Sarama, 2007; Geary et al., 

2018; Klibanoff et al., 2006; Levine et al., 2010; Starkey et al., 2004). While the quantity and quality 

of the number words and conversations children are exposed to appear to play a role in this 

acquisition, number gestures, and iconic number gestures in particular, could also play a role in 

children’s number word learning (B. Butterworth, 1999; Di Luca & Pesenti, 2011; Fuson, 1988; 

Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014). Previous research describes potential roles 

iconic number gestures play in highly specific laboratory contexts. Children who have not yet 

mastered the cardinal principle use iconic number gestures more accurately than number words, and 

can use number words to accurately label gestures before they can label sets of dots (Gibson, 2017; 

Gunderson, Spaepen, Gibson, et al., 2015). However, it has remained unclear if this is reflective of 

how children use number gestures and view others using them in naturalistic contexts. Moreover, 

few studies to date have explored the impact of iconic number gestures on cardinal number learning, 

and little is known about the mechanisms by which such gestures are beneficial. The three studies 

described in this dissertation addressed these questions. 

Study 1, which involved observing and coding spontaneous iconic number gestures 

produced by parents and their young children in a naturalistic environment, provides an in-depth 

description of the contexts in which iconic number gestures as compared to number words without 

gestures are used by children and their caregivers, to determine if they play a unique role in 

communication about quantity. Observing and coding spontaneous iconic number gestures also 

holds potential for evaluating the cumulative effect of using and viewing iconic number gestures on 
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children’s long-term cardinal number learning. Studies 2 and 3 focus on the immediate, short-term 

impact of viewing iconic number gestures through observing and coding children’s responses to 

parents’ number words with and without gesture (Study 2). Finally, Study 3 follows up on Study 2 

through an experiment comparing the responses of children to following a number word prime that 

did or did not include an iconic number gestures. Using complementary methods, studies 2 and 3 

investigate one potential mechanism by which gestures could improve cardinal number 

understanding, by focusing attention on numerical information a feature to be labeled with a 

number word. In this final chapter, I summarize the key findings of studies 1-3, identify important 

avenues for further research, and consider the theoretical and practical implications of my work. 

5.1 Summary of Results 

 Study 1 provides a descriptive examination of parents’ and their 14- to 58-month-old 

children’s spontaneous iconic number gestures. We found that iconic number gestures are 

infrequent, compared to number words. When they are used, they most often accompany a number 

word, label cardinal sets rather than count items, refer to magnitudes of 1 and 2, and refer to non-

visible entities. The latter discovery is in contrast to how most number words (without gestures) are 

used, indicating that both parents and children selectively employ gestures as stand-ins when 

physical objects cannot be used.  

 Study 1 also explored the relationship between parents’ gesture input and children’s 

gesturing, number word use, and cardinal number knowledge. While parents’ and children’s iconic 

gesture use was related, we found no evidence that parents’ number gesture use from when children 

were 14- to 42-months-of-age impacted children’s number word production after 42-months-of-age, 

nor their cardinal number knowledge at 46-months-of-age. We speculate that this lack of 

relationship could be due to the low frequency of iconic gestures. Across 18 hours of observation, 

parents produced approximately 3 iconic number gestures on average, compared to approximately 
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190 number words. Either the small sample size made a relationship impossible to detect, or the true 

infrequency of iconic number gestures means there were limited opportunities for the gestures to 

have an impact on children’s number knowledge. 

 Study 2 examined the impact of parents’ gestures on children’s number word production by 

narrowing the time scale of analysis. Instead of looking at cumulative impact of parent gestures over 

many months, we looked at the effect of parents’ gestures on children’s immediate responses, i.e., 

within the same conversation. As iconic gestures in other domains, such as verb learning, help 

children focus on relevant information, we speculated that iconic number gestures would increase 

children’s focus on numerical information. Our hypothesis was proven true. When parents used an 

iconic number gesture in conversation, children provided more numerically relevant responses, 

mostly via number words but occasionally using iconic number gestures themselves, than when the 

same parents used a number word alone. Interestingly, in our data set, children of parents who never 

used any iconic number gestures also showed fewer verbal number responses to number words 

alone. Because this was an observational study, we could not control for many variables that may 

have also focused children’s attention on number, such as the type of entities parents were 

quantifying (e.g., objects vs non-objects), the magnitude of the number (e.g., one vs ten), or the 

prosody of the parents’ speech. However, the results suggest that iconic number gestures play a role 

as an attentional focuser on the referent of the number word, or a disambiguator or speech. In other 

words, iconic number gestures provide a clue for children to solve the “gavagai problem” of what 

aspect of the world a number word is referring to. Iconic number gestures focus attention on 

numerical information rather than another aspect of the environment. To rule out the role of 

extraneous variables, we followed up with a controlled experiment (Study 3) exploring this same 

hypothesis. 
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 In Study 3 we controlled for referent type, set size, sentence type, and conversation context, 

by holding them constant while varying whether or not children saw an iconic number gesture 

accompanying a number word. Our data align with the results of Study 2. Specifically, that iconic 

number gestures serve as a disambiguator, focusing children on numerical information even when 

not explicitly asked to. Not only did viewing an iconic number gesture result in children correctly 

quantifying the set more so than hearing a number word alone, but it led children to mention 

number, albeit not always the correct number. Furthermore, the results show that iconic number 

gestures do not need to match a visible array in magnitude to be useful in drawing children’s 

attention to number in a visual representation they are looking at. Even iconic number gestures that 

do not match the target number in the child’s array can get children to focus on number as a 

relevant feature to describe in speech. 

5.2 Limitations and Future Directions 

Discovering ways to enrich children’s number knowledge is important to closing the 

achievement gap already present at school entry (Clements & Sarama, 2007; Geary et al., 2018; 

Klibanoff et al., 2006; Starkey et al., 2004). Future work should investigate the long-term impact 

iconic number gestures can have on children’s learning about cardinal number. Although the 

naturalistic data analyzed in Study 1 do not show this relationship, Study 1 shows that when parents 

produce more number gestures, their children produce more number gestures, which is possibly a 

stepping-stone that increases their cardinal number knowledge. Moreover, the immediate impact of 

viewing an iconic number gestures on children’s attention to number found in Studies 2 & 3 

increases the likelihood that iconic number gestures could have a long-term impact on children’s 

number knowledge. It could be that, potentially due to the low number of observed iconic number 

gestures, we did not detect a relationship that was truly there (Type 2 error). Observations of rare 

behaviours are noisy, even the parents who we classified as ‘Never-Gesturers’ maybe have been 
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producing gestures when the cameras where not around, but we had just happened to catch them at 

a time when they were choosing to do other activities. For example, for the majority of one session, 

participant 89’s caregiver was busy cooking dinner and not able to give him her undivided attention, 

let alone have her hands available to gesture. Conversely, participant 66’s older sister wanted to play 

an addition-based board game during a session, resulting in a great deal of finger counting by the 

participant and her caregiver. To give participants a fair chance of demonstrating their gestures, 

future work should observe parents and children in contexts where iconic number gestures may be 

more likely to occur, such as when doing math specific activities, to get a better understanding of the 

true frequency of their use in children’s lives and the impact they have on cardinal number 

knowledge. Alternatively, perhaps parents’ infrequent use of number gestures means that there is 

little opportunity for gestures to have a substantial impact. It could thus be the case that increasing 

children’s exposure to iconic number gestures via an intervention would benefit them. My colleagues 

and I are currently testing this hypothesis using a parent-delivered book intervention that encourages 

parents and children to use iconic number gestures. 

Studies 2 & 3 suggest that iconic number gestures help children to focus on numerical 

information in the moment. In study 3 this information was in the form of visually present sets. In 

study 2, the majority of iconic number referents were to non-visible entities whereas the number 

word alone referents were for the most part to visible entities. Other research, including study 1, 

shows that children are more likely to rely on iconic number gestures when quantifying non-visible 

items (Crollen & Noël, 2015), thus viewing iconic number gestures might be most beneficial for 

drawing attention to number when entities are not visible, e.g., measurement units like minutes, 

sounds. Future research should examine whether the benefit of iconic number gestures relative to 

number words alone depends on the visibility of the referent the child is meant to attend to. 

Children do not map number words onto non-visible entities as easily as visible entities; they do not 
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initially realize that number words extend to entities beyond objects, and, even when they do, limits 

to working memory make it difficult to keep track of non-visual entities (Crollen & Noël, 2015; 

Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Mix et al., 1996a). Determining whether iconic number gestures might 

help children in these cases could improve early math instruction. 

Relatedly, there needs to be a more in-depth look at the mechanisms by which iconic 

number gestures allow children to focus on numerical information. While we did find in two 

different paradigms (studies 2 & 3) that observing an iconic number gesture engendered more 

numerically relevant verbal responses, there are a number of possible explanations for these results 

that do not implicate iconic number gestures specifically. It may be that the gestures serve as a general 

attention grabber, in which case we might expect children who view any gesture to pay more 

attention to numerical information. To address this, a third condition could be added to study 3 

where the prompt includes a deictic gesture or a non-numeric iconic gesture such as a wave. 

Alternatively, a study similar to ours could have children judge the meaning of a novel word as either 

referring to numerosity or another attribute of a set, such as physical size. Children would either see 

an iconic number gesture or an iconic physical size gesture accompany the novel word. If children 

are appreciating the numerical information contained in the iconic number gesture, they should 

judge the novel word to refer to number only when viewing an iconic number gesture and judge the 

novel word to refer to physical size when viewing an iconic physical size gesture. 

It could also be that having a double dose (i.e., two sources of the same information) of 

number is all that children need to focus on numerical information, in line with the dual coding 

theory (Clark & Paivio, 1991). In study 3, children in the speech-alone condition were primed with 

only one instance of numerical information per trial, whereas children in the gesture+speech 

condition received two instances of numerical information, in the form of a word and a gesture. We 

may have seen similar results if the number word was accompanied by an Arabic numeral, or a set of 
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dots, or even if the number word was presented twice. Additional conditions could be added to rule 

out these possibilities. 

Another reason why iconic gestures could increase children’s focus on number is that speech 

tends to change when it is accompanied by gesture (Bernardis & Gentilucci, 2006; Krahmer & 

Swerts, 2007). In naturalistic contexts, the quality of speech that accompanies parents’ iconic 

number gesture compared to the quality of speech when number words are used alone could explain 

why children are paying greater attention, rather than the gesture itself being the cue. For example, a 

parent may add more vocal emphasis to a number word when they use a number gesture. In other 

domains, adult speech is rated as more prosodically engaging when the speaker uses a gesture than 

when they don’t (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007). There is also the possibility that parents use gestures 

when attempting to provide explicit pedagogical information, and thus use more prompting phrases 

designed to illicit numerical responses. We did not code for either of these factors in study 2 but 

could do so in the future. However, even if the contexts in which parents choose to use a gesture are 

more conducive to numerical responses (regardless of whether a cardinal number gesture was used 

or not), results of study 3 indicate that it is likely that the gesture is playing a unique role. Indeed, 

independent ratings of the prompts’ prosodic quality in this study did not significantly differ 

between the gesture+speech and speech-alone conditions.  

Lastly, this dissertation addressed one mechanism by which iconic gestures support cardinal 

number development: by focusing attention on number. It is also important to consider the other 

non-mutually exclusive possibilities outlined in Chapter 1. For instance, there are still outstanding 

questions concerning the bridge hypothesises. Iconic number gestures have the rare quality of 

representing both symbolic and non-symbolic information possibly serving as a bridge connecting 

symbolic number words to non-symbolic quantities (B. Butterworth, 1999; Di Luca & Pesenti, 2011; 

Gibson, 2017). Yet some have argued that children do not actually appreciate the iconic non-
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symbolic information contained in gesture (Nicoladis et al., 2018). Is it still possible that children can 

attend to the one-to-one correspondence between the fingers and the items in the referent set? 

There is anecdotal evidence that children do this when mimicking their parents’ gesture using 

different fingers. For example, in study 1, while singing a song about different numbers of monkeys, 

one child’s mother produced a canonical 3 gesture (index, middle, and ring finger raised). The child 

attempted to copy her mother’s gesture but had difficulty maneuvering her fingers into the correct 

handshape, so she settled on raising her index, pinky, and thumb. While she did not produce exactly 

the same hand shape as her mother, she still produced the same number of fingers indicating she 

was matching her parent’s gesture in a one-to-one manner. Exploration into evidence such as this 

and through more targeted experiments can help elucidate these remaining questions. Understanding 

which mechanisms are at play, and when, could give us insights into where children are in their math 

development or improve learning interventions. Iconic number gestures as an attention focuser 

would seem to be most useful when children are first learning to map number words to the feature 

of quantity, whereas gestures acting as a bridge between the symbolic and non-symbolic 

representations of numbers may be most helpful when children are learning the exact meanings of 

number words.  

In sum, this dissertation provides novel information about the contexts in which cardinal 

number gestures are used, and how they affect children’s focus on number. Although we did not 

find a direct relationship between observing or producing iconic number gestures over a two-year 

period (ages 14- to 42-months) on children’s cardinal number knowledge at 46-months-of age, the 

limitations of the study design leave open the possibility that this relationship may still exist. A 

controlled experiment manipulating the amount of iconic number gestures children are exposed to 

could go a long way to answer this question more thoroughly.  
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This dissertation also provides at least a partial answer to the question ‘why are iconic 

number gestures potentially beneficial to learning number word meanings?’. One way in which they 

help is by drawing children’s attention to numerical information as a salient feature to verbally label. 

In so far as attention to number is related to children’s cardinal number knowledge (Hannula-

Sormunen et al., 2015; Rathé et al., 2021), we could assume that improving such attention via iconic 

number gestures can, in turn, improve children’s understanding of number words. Our results do 

not rule out the possibility of other mechanisms through which iconic number gestures may impact 

math development. More work should examine if dual coding (having both visual and auditory 

information) or the bridge hypothesis (that children appreciate the non-symbolic one-to-one nature 

of gestures and use this to bridge symbolic and non-symbolic information) can explain why iconic 

number gestures might be beneficial.  

5.3 Implications 

The present studies make several important contributions to the existing literature. Study 1 

provides the first detailed description of children and parents spontaneously using iconic number 

gestures across a broad time span and range of contexts. Prior research has only explored 

spontaneous gestures at one or two time points (J. Lee et al., 2015; Suriyakham, 2007) or in very 

specific contexts, such as when explicitly asking children to count items (Gunderson, Spaepen, 

Gibson, et al., 2015). Descriptions of how children and parents tend to use these gestures allows 

researchers to explore these usages in greater depth through targeted experiments. For example, 

such an experiment could explore the use of iconic number gestures when sets are and are not 

visible. Studies 2 and 3 rely on naturalistic and experimental data in just such a way. In Study 2, the 

naturalistic data showed that children were more likely to respond with a number word when their 

parent produced an iconic number gesture than when they produced a number word with no 

gesture. Consistent with this, the controlled experiment in study 3, revealed the same finding. 
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Studies 2 and 3 add support to the growing body of work in the gesture domain 

demonstrating the benefits of iconic number gestures on disambiguating word meanings (Mcgregor 

et al., 2009; McNeil et al., 2000; Mumford & Kita, 2014). Study 3 provides an important extension to 

such findings by showing that an iconic gesture does not necessarily need to be an exact match to 

the relevant set size a child is viewing to draw children’s attention to it. In other words, iconic 

number gestures cue children that number is important within the context of the current 

conversation, even if the gesture does not match the numerosity of the set they are viewing. 

This research also has practical implications for supporting children’s early math 

development. For many years, children were discouraged from using their fingers to enumerate sets 

or perform calculations in school (Boaler & Chen, 2016; Phelps-Gregory et al., 2020). Work such as 

this suggests that this strategy was misguided, as gestures are powerful tools in the learning process. 

Children are better able to label gestures with a number word than sets of dots (Gibson, 2017) and 

sub-set knowers are more accurate at labeling sets with gestures than with words (Gunderson, 

Spaepen, Gibson, et al., 2015). Both these findings demonstrate that gestures may be better 

understood as symbols for quantity than number words in children’s early years. However, study 1 

shows that children receive relatively little number gesture input, compared to number words. This 

indicates that despite such differences in input, the meanings of number gestures are acquired more 

easily than the meaning of corresponding number words. Thus, even light touch interventions 

meant to get children to use gesture more may boost their number knowledge. As mentioned, we are 

already conducting a study to investigate this possibility. 

Acquiring number words is the earliest foundation of advanced mathematics. Early math 

skills are predictive of many later math, academic, and life outcomes (Claessens & Engel, 2013; 

Duncan et al., 2007; Geary et al., 2013; Jordan et al., 2009). Existing research has put forth ways of 

improving cardinal number knowledge, but none has experimentally tested how iconic gestures 
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influence number word learning trajectories. Here I suggest iconic number gestures have an 

important role to play in children’s numeracy environment. Number gestures are readily available, 

literally at one’s fingertips, and do not require any specialized material. Thus, iconic number gestures 

may hold untapped potential for accelerating children’s learning of a difficult and foundational 

mathematical concept, the cardinal principle. It is also possible that these gestures continue to play a 

role in children’s mathematical development beyond this milestone. Children readily rely upon finger 

counting when learning addition (Jordan et al., 2008; Lafay et al., 2013); prior to this, children may 

be able to use the sequential raising of fingers, one-by-one, when finger counting to better 

understand the successor function (that for each number word representing a cardinal value, N, the 

next word in the count list represents the cardinal value N+1). Iconic number gestures could also 

elucidate the later-greater principle, that numbers later in the count list represent greater quantities, 

as the gestural symbols for later numbers are physically larger than those for earlier numbers (e.g., 5 

vs 1). Future work in this area can illuminate iconic number gesture’s role in children’s understand 

of multiple important math concepts an inform practices to improve children’s learning outcomes. 
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